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Due to the economic efficiency of shear cutting, mechanical cutting is used for almost every sheet metal
component processed in large numbers. The process parameters recommended both in the literature and in
factory regulations generally apply to low- strength, single-phase steel alloys with low ECS. This does not
necessarily apply to current types of high-strength alloys, such as those used in body and chassis components for
passenger cars or in frame structures of commercial vehicles. As a result, metal working industries and teaching
institutes have developed a range of non-standard testing methods to identify the ECS of metals. The ability to
prevent edge cracking by the choice of appropriate cutting parameters eliminate the need for costly and timeconsuming testing, which in turn reduces machine, tool, material and labor costs. This paper investigates
various edge crack testing methods based on current single and multi-phase steel alloys and objectively evaluates
them based on multiple criteria. The findings were then linked to the state of knowledge. A particular aspect of
this document as compared to a conventional review paper is that the materials used can be regarded as constant
across all test methods. This enables an objective comparison and evaluation of the methods used. A simple
discussion or comparison of the recorded parameters of the state of knowledge is not expedient due to the large
number of metallic alloy systems per material group and the fact that the alloy composition is generally not
explicitly documented.
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1. Introduction
Non-chipping shear cutting or blanking is the technique most
frequently used in the sheet metal processing industry. This is due to its
high economic efficiency and its ability to ensure a constant cutting
surface quality when producing large quantities of sheet metal parts.
The challenge is therefore to know the specific effects of processrelevant shear cutting parameters on the geometry of the cut surface,
the shear-affected zone, and their forming capacity. If, for example,
higher-strength multi-phase materials are cut using unadjusted process
parameters, there is a risk that shear cut component edges will fail
during component forming due to the formation of edge cracks. Frictionsensitive and friction-free test methods were developed to describe and
determine the sensitivity of metallic materials to edge cracking. Uniaxial
tensile stress or multiaxial stress state can be predicted at the specimen
edge to be characterized. Even these influences can affect the ECS of a
metallic material. A large number of test methods bear witness to the
fact that it is either not possible at all, or only to a limited extent, to draw

conclusions about a material’s edge cracking tendency from recorded
mechanical material parameters or metallurgical investigations. Fig. 1
depicts an overview of a possible schematic sequence of some edge crack
detection methods. Since only the hole expansion test has been stan
dardized by ISO 16630, albeit inadequately, many test method variants
have evolved. The HET, KWI test, CFT, OHTT, Diabolo test, and the EdgeFracture-Tensile-Test are all methods performed with objectively rated
dual-phase steel and high-manganese steel.
2. Overview of edge cracks, testing methods, and materials
discussed in this document
The definition and development of edge cracks will now be detailed
to ensure a uniform understanding of the content. The following chap
ters further contain detail on the fundamental variables influencing ECS
and the procedure comparison and evaluation based on the test
documentation.

Abbreviations: BMW, Bayerische Motoren Werke AG; CFT, collar-forming test; DIC, digital image correlation; ECS, edge crack sensitivity; EFTT, Edge-FractureTensile-Test; FEM, finite element method; HDBT, half-a-dog-bone test; HET, hole expansion test (also hole expanding test, according to ISO 16630); KWI, Kaiser
Wilhelm Institute; m, milling; OHTT, open hole tensile test; n. s., not specified; r, reaming; w, wire-eroding.
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Nomenclature
A
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D0
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Rm
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u

Elongation at break
Uniform elongation
Initial hole diameter
Average hole diameter at specimen failure
Natural number
Cutting edge radius
Edge crack sensitivity factor
Yield strength
Tensile strength
Standard deviation
Relative die clearance
εi
Logarithmic major strain in the main direction i
εi
Average logarithmic major strain in main direction i
ε1,reference,crack Average logarithmic major strain in main direction
1 of a reference specimen
ε1,shear cut,crack Average logarithmic major strain in main direction
1 of a shear cut specimen
λ
Hole expansion ratio
λreference Hole expansion ratio of a reference specimen
λshear cut Hole expansion ratio of a shear cut specimen

Fig. 3. Forming limit diagram with possible forming limit curves for a sheet
metal material.

2.1. Edge cracks
2.1.1. Definition and formation of edge cracks
A crack emanating from a component’s edge is called an edge crack
(Figs. 2 and D14) if the residual formability of an edge produced, for
instance, by shear cutting is exhausted during further deformation, and
deformability of the base material has not yet been attained.
Consequently, not every crack emanating from a component edge
can be considered a typical edge crack. If a not previously damaged
component edge is formed by a conventional forming process, this takes
place under an almost uniaxial tension until local necking begins. Sub
sequently, a multi-dimensional stress state is present. Shown in a
forming limit diagram, the failure points of the component edge would
be around the uniaxial tension. In reality, there are usually component

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of possible process sequences of various edge crack testing methods; Panich et al. (2018), Liewald and Gall (2013b), Atzema (2012).

Fig. 2. Formation of cracking on a sheared specimen edge; Volk and Feistle (2018).
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formed. To reproduce this, Held et al. (2009) and Le et al. (2014) used
starting blanks with a defined degree of deformation in their in
vestigations. In addition to the degree of deformation, the type of
deformation is also important.
Apart from the material-specific variables that cannot be influenced
by the user, the handling process also plays an important role. Since
every sheet metal material is subjected to cutting during component
production, numerous studies have attempted to identify the influence
of the cutting process on ECS in various materials. As an example, Larour
et al. (2014) demonstrated the influence of wire-eroding, milling, water
jet cutting, laser cutting, and shear cutting on ECS. As shear cutting is the
most frequently used cutting process in the sheet metal processing in
dustry (Bleck and Moeller, 2018), an explanation of the process pa
rameters relevant to ECS is detailed below.
The number of cuts influences the ECS depending on the applied
process strategy (Glaesner (2018), Urushibata and Ito (2021)).
The effect acting between an open and a closed cutting line under
otherwise constant shear cutting conditions was studied by Feistle et al.
(2016a). Due to the changes in the stress states of a punching and cutting
process, the shear-affected zone and the cut surface have different
shapes. In addition, the mentioned areas of a shear cutting edge are
subjected to different degrees of elastic-plastic stress when the die
clearance is varied, which, in turn, influences the ECS (Mori et al.
(2010)) and Feistle et al. (2017) demonstrated this influence by
rounding the upper active cutting element. Matsuno et al. (2013)
investigated the relationship using a chamfered lower active cutting
element in a punching process.
Deliberate geometric modification of the cutting edges influences
ECS, as does unavoidable tool wear (Liewald and Gall, 2013b) because
as with the influencing variables described above, the geometry of the
cutting surface and the shear-affected zone are prone to change. To
reduce the cutting forces, the shear cutting process can be performed
using a cross-pulling cut. In their research, Shih and Shi (2012) studied
this influence on ECS in relation to a full-edged, pressing cut (Shih and
Shi, 2011). As well as Shih et al. (2014), Golovashchenko (2008) also
examined the influence of blade rake angle on both the formation of a
cut surface and ECS.
Shih and Shi (2012) were subsequently able to demonstrate that the
process speed during shear cutting influences ECS.
The cut surface produced by the shear cutting process influences ECS
not only by virtue of its geometric parameters (Xie et al., 2011) but also
due to the nature of its surface structure, such as the existence of any
cracks in the shear-affected zone or the roughness of smooth and frac
ture surfaces (Col and Jousserad, 2008).
Mori et al. (2008) investigated the tendency of a material to form
edge cracks depending on the maximum material hardness of the
work-hardened structure of the shear-affected zone.
It is known from research into the characterization of metallic ma
terials that the test temperature of a specimen (Frehn et al., 2001) and its
ambient temperature (DIN EN ISO 6892-1: 2017) have a significant
impact on recorded characteristic values.
In addition, deformation speed influences a material’s sensitivity to
crack formation (Roth and Mohr, 2014).
ECS is also affected by the type of edge loading (Beier and Woest
mann, 2016). As a result, recorded parameters of individual edge crack
testing methods are not always comparable, especially if friction or
applied lubricants play an essential role.
Apart from the influencing variables of the structure (Zhou, 1988),
measurement accuracy and the reproducibility of recorded parameters
are affected by the specimen preparation, the test conditions selected,
other indirect influencing variables such as the test system, the oper
ating personnel of the system (Stahl Jahrbuch, 2012), and the measuring
equipment used.
The effect of the elastic deflection of the cutting tool and the press on
ECS must also be mentioned in this context.
In addition, the ECS is influenced by machine vibrations and

Fig. 4. Delamination in the shear-affected zone of a component edge; Vatter
et al. (2013).

edges that are not ideally manufactured. For example, the material may
be pre-formed, or the manufacturing process alone may influence or
deform the structure around the component edge. This fact means that
despite a subsequent forming of the component edge under almost
uniaxial tension, the failure points of a forming limit diagram do not
necessarily have to occur in the uniaxial tension. The prerequisite is that
all influences up to the failure point are considered in the observation.
The forming limit diagram illustrated in Fig. 3 describes this general case
schematically. In an extended forming limit diagram (Fig. 3) containing
the fracture curve (a) of the base material and the limit curve at the
beginning of local necking (c), the fracture curve (e) of the component
edge would be below the forming limit curve (c) of the base material.
If the component edge fails due to local necking across the sheet
metal thickness with subsequent crack initiation, it is a deformation or
shear fracture and not an edge crack, even though the failure is initiated
at the component edge. In this case, the fracture curve (b) of this
component edge lies below the fracture curve (a) but above the limit
deformation curve (c) of the incipient local necking of the base material.
Similar to the fracture behavior of the base material, the component
edge only fails with reduced deformability. Furthermore, the curves (a)
respectively (c) of the base material must lie above the fracture curve (b)
and accordingly the deformation limit curve (d) of the component edge.
If cracks develop at a component edge during forming due to defects
such as micro cracks (Fig. 4), these are not referred to in the scientific
field as edge cracks, as their origin deviates from the definition of edge
crack formation given above.
2.1.2. Factors affecting edge crack sensitivity
The ECS of metallic materials is influenced by both material-specific
parameters and the parameters of the production process (Figs. D5–D7).
Influencing material-specific parameters include heat treatment, cold
rolling, the surface condition and other previous material deformations.
In contrast production process parameters of shear cutting include the
number of cuts, the cutting line, the die clearance, the cutting edges, the
tool wear, the blade rake angle, the process speed, the temperature and
the type of edge loading.
Research on material-specific parameters done by Rosenberg et al.
(2013) demonstrated the influence of heat treatment on ECS in the
semi-finished production of dual-phase steels. In particular, the struc
tural components and solidification mechanisms of the material have a
decisive effect on ECS. Low ECS is promoted by homogeneous structures
with no hardness steps and with a minimal number of imperfections, for
example, micropores caused by shear stress (Hasegawa et al., 2004).
Besides structural components, the microstructure, created, for
example, by a cold rolling process, has a significant influence on ECS
(Fig. D10) (Ilinich et al., 2011a). In component manufacture, shear
cutting operations are performed not only on structures that have not
been damaged but also on areas of sheet metal that have already been
3
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Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of the essential components of the KWI test setup; b) Visualization of the forming process and presentation of the relevant parameters;
Siebel and Pomp (1929).

o There must be a possibility of varying the type of cutting line (open
or closed);
o A multi-stage shear cutting process must be realized;
o There must be a parameter for the virtual prediction of an edge
crack as part of the simulative component design.
2.2. Edge crack testing methods
In this section, apart from the standardized HET, the KWI test, CFT,
BMW test, Diabolo test, OHTT, sheared edge tension test, HDBT and
EFTT are described in more detail. To define an edge crack, the testing
method must enable component failure based on a deformation fracture
and an edge crack. This essential criterion is only made possible by the
EFTT in the above mentioned methods if the methods are conducted
analogously to the published method description. In addition, the
specimen edge to be characterized should be in a purely uniaxial stress
state, as prevails during component deformation (Wang and Wenner,
1974). This criterion is fulfilled by the final three test methods stated
above. The documentation of frequently used edge crack test methods
concludes with an overview of essential test methods for determining
bending edge cracks; for the sake of completeness, these are recorded
but are not used in the investigations.

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of the second process stage of the HET according to
ISO 16630: 2017 (2017); left: undeformed starting sheet; right: deformed sheet
(edge crack occurred).

impulses during shear cutting. The influencing variables mentioned
above will not be considered further in this paper.
2.1.3. Requirements of edge crack testing methods
An extensive literature search found that an increasing number of
authors noted deficits in the documentation of the test procedure and the
evaluation and presentation of results in the initial publication of the
edge crack test method in question. After consideration of these points,
they have now been formulated as requirements for future edge crack
testing methods:

2.2.1. Test method with geometric result size

• The procedure, evaluation routine and process boundary conditions
must be disclosed;
• The type of stress acting on the edge to be characterized must
correspond with the stress on the component edge or else it must be
possible to transmit it;
• The material stress must be homogeneous, and forced cracking must
be avoided;
• Characteristic values of the base material must be determined
depending on the selected production process for edge processing
and it must be possible to identify a material’s ECS;
• The test must be friction-free with a contactless determination of
characteristic values;
• Low scatter of the quantitative parameters must be ensured through
objective, automated determination;
• Material requirements and experimental effort must be held low,
with easy handling when conducting the experiment;
• The geometry of the test object must enable a high degree of
reproducibility of the specimen edge in question;
• Requirements of shear cut edges
o Homogeneous, reproducible formation of the cut surface param
eters must be possible;
o It must be possible to vary the shear cutting process parameters (i.
e. die clearance, cutting edge geometry, blank holder force and
shear rake angle);

2.2.1.1. KWI test. The KWI test (Siebel and Pomp, 1929), named after
the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Iron Research in Germany is similar to
the HET in that it is also a two-stage, non-standardized procedure. In the
first stage, the initial hole to be characterized is punched in the starting
blank. Next, the blank is positioned concentrically to the punch and
clamped with sufficient force using a blank holder to avoid undesirable
flow and bulging of the material. A cylindrical punch is used with a
diameter of 40 mm, while the drawing die has an internal diameter of 44
mm (Fig. 5). During the test, the characterizing edge is in an almost
uniaxial stress state. In their research, Col and Jousserad (2008) showed
that the specimen edge is subjected to a comparable strain by the KWI
test and tensile test.
2.2.1.2. Hole expansion test according to ISO 16630. The only stan
dardized method of determining the ECS of metallic materials in the
sheet thickness range of 1.2–6.0 mm, by determining the hole expansion
ratio, is the HET according to ISO 16630. The two-stage test procedure
consists of a piercing process (relative die clearance of 12 % (Table D1))
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expansion ratio. The entry radius on the drawing die can be freely
selected within a range of 2–20 mm, although a radius of 5 mm is rec
ommended. If the punch and/or drawing die geometry is varied, the
bending stress induced at the start of expansion also varies in the vicinity
of the testing edge. As a result, the material is deformed around the
testing edge over different deformation paths. Resulting in the induced
tensile stresses in the area of the cut surface differing in magnitude
(Fig. D4). This characteristic results in the cut surface of the test objects,
which were produced under similar boundary conditions, being subject
to failure depending on the geometry of the active forming elements
with different hole expansion ratios (Figs. D3 and D6) (Sriram et al.,
2003). Regarding the points of ambient temperature, minimum spec
imen dimensions, and minimum distances of the test geometries, ISO
16630: 2017 (2017) is referenced. The hole rollover is positioned on the
punch side, with a nominal hole diameter of 10 mm (Fig. D1) illustrates
the effect of the sheet position). The punch speed is selected up to a
maximum of 1 mm/s and should enable the system operator to reduce
the travel speed at the first sign of any crack formation. The movement
of the punch is halted by the operator once the crack has completely
formed across the sheet thickness and the travel path covered by the
punch is recorded. Using a suitable measuring device (with a measuring
accuracy of ≤ 0.05 mm), the expanded internal diameter of the hole is
determined at two measuring points offset by 90 ◦ with sufficient dis
tance from the cracking point. The hole expansion ratio λ (Formula (1))
is then calculated from the difference between the average hole diam
eter in the event of specimen failure and the initial hole diameter, which
is related to the hole diameter. To increase the accuracy of the results,
three HETs are carried out and the calculated hole expansion ratios
averaged. (ISO 16630, 2017)

Fig. 7. Schematic diagram of the second process stage of the HET with Naka
jima punch; Salzgitter Flachstahl GmbH (2015).

λ = [(Dh − D0 )/D0 ] ∙ 100

(1)

λ Hole expansion ratio
D0 Initial hole diameter
Dh Average hole diameter at specimen failure
To increase the accuracy of the hole expansion ratio, Dykeman et al.
(2009) developed a camera system that monitors the edge to be
inspected and detects any formation or penetration of cracks with
minimal delay. Schneider (2012), on the other hand, uses the ARAMIS
system made by GOM GmbH, Braunschweig, Germany to record the
strain distribution of the various degrees of deformation, even during
ongoing deformation. The integrated camera system enables the hole
expansion ratio to be determined from the images after the test. Roeck
(2008) uses the ARGUS optical deformation analysis system by GOM
GmbH, Braunschweig, Germany to record the strain distribution of the
degree of deformation of the specimen after the test. Atkins et al. (1998)
investigate the calculation of failure due to necking and fracture.

Fig. 8. Strain path of the deformed specimen edge in the HET with Naka
jima punch.

2.2.1.3. Hole expansion test with Nakajima punch in combination with a
camera system. The setup, procedure and evaluation of the HET with a
Nakajima punch are the same as stated in the previous section. Only the
punch geometry (Fig. 7) has changed.
The diameter of the spherical-head cylindrical punch is 100 mm. This
punch has the same geometry as Adamczyk and Michal (1986) and
Davies (1983) used. By incorporating a camera system, the hole
expansion ratio is determined with Formula (1), resulting in a smaller
spread than would be obtained with manual detection. To determine the
characteristic value one generally uses the last recorded image in which
the to be characterized test edge shows no defects. The initial hole
diameter can be freely selected, although a hole diameter of 20 mm is
frequently selected for this test method. Fig. 8 shows the strain path over
which the specimen edge is reshaped.

Fig. 9. Schematic diagram of the CFT in combination with a blank holder; DIN
8584-5 (2003).

and subsequent forming of the specimen edge involving penetration by a
conical1 punch with an opening angle of 60 ± 1 ◦ ; it is shown sche
matically in Fig. 6.
Since the standard does not recommend a punch diameter, values
between 40 mm and 100 mm are used (Wurm, 2007). Huang and Chien
(2002) investigated the influence of the opening angle on the hole

1
The International Organization for Standardization, Vernier, Geneva,
Switzerland and the International Iron and Steel Institute, Brussels, Belgium
recommend using a conical punch for conducting the HET (ISO 16630:2017;
World Steel Association, 2005; World Steel Association, 2009). However,
Sriram et al. (2003), Fang et al. (2003), Sartkulvanich et al. (2010), Col and
Jousserad (2008), Wurm (2007) and), however, use a cylindrical punch.

2.2.1.4. Collar-forming test according to DIN 8484-5. The CFT (Fig. 9) is
similar to the HET, a non-standardized, two-stage method for deter
mining the ECS of metallic materials. Since the procedure constitutes a
5
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• Maintaining a constant initial hole diameter with variable active
element diameters (forming process);
• Varying the initial hole diameter with constant active element di
ameters (forming process).
As the CFT produces discrete hole expansion ratios, good and reject
components can be realized. Thus, it is possible to determine the loga
rithmic major strain on the specimen edge, which is impossible with the
HET or the KWI test. To evaluate the logarithmic major strain, the
following parameters need to be recorded: initial hole diameter, sheet
metal thickness remaining at the collar edge, and diameter of the
forming punch. A detailed description of the procedure is shown in
Feistle et al. (2016a, b).

Fig. 10. a) Schematic diagram of the basic components of the crack sensitivity
analysis setup, based on the Nakajima test according to Atzema (2012); b)
Geometry of the test object.

2.2.2. Test method with the possibility of optical limit strain observation

Table 1
Specimen dimensions of the crack sensitivity analysis based on the Nakajima
test; Larour et al. (2014), BMW Group (2006).
Test performed by

b [mm]

B [mm]

R [mm]

Lc [mm]

L [mm]

Larour et al. (2014)
BMW Group (2006)

30
20

50
55

25
30

30
25

220
200

2.2.2.1. BMW test. The crack sensitivity analysis based on the Nakajima
test is also referred to as the BMW test (Fig. 10a) in the industry, as it is
the test used by the BMW car company.
The setup is that of a Nakajima test (DIN EN ISO 12004-2:2009)
using a spherical punch with a diameter of 100 mm. An optical
measuring system is used to record local strains. The geometry corre
sponds to that of a tensile specimen (Fig. 10b) with test edges sheared on
both sides. Milled edges represent the reference state (Meinhardt, 2008).
The direction of sampling is often transverse to the direction of rolling
(BMW Group, 2006). A Teflon film can be inserted to reduce friction
between the tool and the test object (Fig. 10a) (Braun et al., 2013). Test
geometries vary according to the test institute. Table 1 lists the di
mensions of common specimen geometries. The test method can be seen
as a boundary value problem related closely to forming technology that
resembles a deep drawing operation.

conventional forming process, the shear cutting and forming processes
were not standardized. Therefore, all process parameters can be freely
selected. According to the HET, the CFT is a two-stage process with
analogous process steps. The forming process corresponds to the collarforming process according to DIN 85845. A sufficient drawing gap must
be allowed to avoid a stretch drawing process, which would reduce the
ECS of the material. Kacem et al. (2011) studied the influence of the
drawing gap on the forming force and geometry sizes of the collar,
considering the failure that occurs. During the forming process, tensile
(Huang and Chien, 2001) and compressive stresses predominate. To
form the collar, a circular drawing punch with any head geometry is
pressed into the sheet metal until the cylindrical shaft emerges from the
formed collar. Cylindrical punches with a conical, spherical or flat head
can be used (Leu et al., 1999). Schlagau (1988) uses other possible
punch head geometries. Again, the deformation path to which the ma
terial is exposed resulting from the punch head geometry at the spec
imen edge influences the hole expansion ratio (Stachowicz, 2008),
which is determined according to Formula (1). Per the findings of the
HET (ISO 16630), the largest limit expansion ratio is determined by the
CFT with a conical punch. If a flat punch is used, the smallest hole
expansion ratio is recorded (Stachowicz, 2008). In the experiment using
a conical and hemispherical punch, the hole edge to be characterized is
always in contact with the forming tool. Resulting in frictional forces
acting in a tangential direction. Therefore, the sheet is more thinned out,
and specimen failure thus occurs at increased hole expansion ratios.
Sartkulvanich et al. (2010) investigated the punch head geometry’s in
fluence on the ECS using FEM. The main focus of that investigation is the
damage value and its distribution in the shear-affected zone of the edge.
Another evaluation criterion is the maximum achievable collar height,
which depends on the quality requirements for the test edge. According
to Kueppers (1971), the collar height is increased if either the drawing
gap is lower than the sheet thickness and the material is ironed or the
punch radius is reduced, and/or the drawing die radius is increased. The
termination criterion by which the hole expansion ratio or the collar
height is determined depends on the requirements of the specimen edge
and the material. A possible process limit is an occurrence of necking in
the vicinity of the test edge (Otto, 2003). If the deformation capacity of
the edge is exhausted, radial cracks occur on the collar edge, which,
according to Lange (1990), result in the workpiece being unusable. If the
failure criterion of the HET is applied, failure of the specimen edge oc
curs when a crack is formed across the thickness of the sheet metal. In
the CFT, discrete hole expansion ratios can be realized in two ways:

2.2.2.2. Diabolo test. The Diabolo test was devised at the Institute for
Metal Forming Technology at the University of Stuttgart, Germany
(Held et al., 2010). The test procedure is similar to that used for deter
mining the forming limit curve in accordance with DIN EN ISO 12004-2:
2009, but using a so-called Diabolo punch (Fig. 11a).
After the rectangular specimen with the dimensions 40 mm × 200
mm is inserted, it is fixed between the blank holder and the die of the test
setup (Fig. 11b). The Diabolo punch then reshapes the test object at a
specified speed. A Teflon film is inserted to reduce the effect of friction
between the forming punch and the test object. (Held et al., 2010) An
optical deformation system is incorporated in the test setup to enable
recording of the individual major strain fields up to the point of spec
imen failure. The time-dependent evaluation method according to Volk
and Hora (2011) is used to determine the point in time at which local
necking begins (Liewald and Gall, 2013a). Based on the recorded strain
fields, the maximum major strain can be detected when cracking occurs.
The maximum major strain ε1 at the beginning of local necking is used as
the final result for characterizing the ECS (Liewald and Gall, 2013b).
Fig. 12 illustrates the strain path along which the specimen edge is
deformed.
2.2.2.3. Hole expansion test using a Nakajima punch in conjunction with a
digital image correlation system. The test set-up, test procedure and
evaluation of this variant of the HET is described in Section 2.2.1.3., the
only difference being that the camera system is substituted by a digital
image correlation system. The use of this system means that both the
hole expansion ratio and the time-resolved strain fields on the specimen
surface and in the vicinity of the specimen edge can be determined as
with Formula (1). Glaesner et al. (2016) simulated the shear cutting and
forming processes at the specimen edge (Fig. D11). This was followed by
a comparison with the other tests carried out.
2.2.2.4. Open hole tensile test. The OHTT (also called ‘Kobe hole tensile
6
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Fig. 11. a) Schematic diagram of the basic components of the Diabolo test setup; Panich et al. (2018); b) Image of the Diabolo punch; Liewald and Gall (2013b).

hole tensile strength. A perforated rectangular specimen (Fig. 13) with a
symmetrically introduced hole is loaded uniaxially and without friction
in the longitudinal direction. A large number of specimen dimensions
are used in the test laboratories to determine a material’s ECS (Table 2)
based on the two standards and their adaptation for metallic materials
(Feistle et al., 2019).
The specimen geometry is not standardized. Only ASTM Interna
tional recommends maintaining a positioning. Feistle et al. (2019)
demonstrates a production process to achieve the required accuracy for
shear-cut specimens. Based on the ASTM D5766 / D5766M - 11:2011
(2011) standard, stress in the event of specimen failure can be used as a
parameter for ECS. Watanabe et al. (2006) use elongation in the event of
specimen failure as the criterion, determined in the direction of pull with
a free elongation length of 2 mm at a distance of 1 mm (Fig. 13) from the
hole made. In order to record the strain, the test must be halted

Fig. 12. Strain path of the deformed specimen edge of the Diabolo test.

Fig. 13. Schematic diagram of an OHTT specimen; Watanabe et al. (2006).

test’ (Glaesner et al., 2016)) is based on the test for composite materials
developed in accordance with the DIN 65559:1991 (1991) and ASTM
D5766 / D5766M - 11:2011 (2011), respectively, to determine the open

Fig. 14. Visualization of the strain field based on the local major strain ε1 using
different specimen geometries; Sato et al. (2013).

Table 2
Trial variants of the OHTT; DIN 65559 (1991), ASTM D5766 / D5766M - 11 (2011), Watanabe et al. (2006); published in part in Feistle et al. (2019).
Test performed by

Specimen length
[mm]

Specimen width
[mm]

Distance between the
clamping jaws [mm]

Hole diameter [mm]

Strain rate [mm/min]

Assessment
size

DIN 65559:1991
ASTM D5766 / D5766M 11:2011
Watanabe et al. (2006)

280
150–300

36
36 ± 1

n. s.
n. s.

40

150

1 ± 0.1
According to ASTM D3039
/ D3039M
10

n. s.
Stress

250

6H11
D0/s0 = 1.5–3.0, c0/D0 =
6 ± 0.06
10

7

Strain
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Fig. 15. Gradients of stress triaxiality (left) and strain path (right) as a function of the OHTT and various round notched specimens; Place of observation: Hole edge;
Dunand and Mohr (2010).

frictionless edge crack test method for use with rectangular specimens.
Depending on the test laboratory, either one or both longitudinal edges
of the test object are shear cut (Wang et al., 2008). If both longitudinal
edges are shear cut, there is a risk of specimen failure in the clamping
area. Since no official institution guidelines for performing the test have
been established, the specimen geometry and occurrence of specimen
failure varies between test laboratories.
Table D2 shows the many possible specimen geometries, test speeds
and parameters used to characterize the ECS. The AIST, Association for
Iron & Steel Technology (2008), defines the so-called sheared edge limit
strain (Formula (2)) as a characteristic of a material’s ECS, which is
derived from the parameters of the initial specimen cross-section and the
cross-section of the tested specimen.
)/ ]
[(
(2)
SELS = A0 − Af Af ∙ 100

Fig. 16. Schematic diagram of the production process for a HDBT specimen;
Golovashchenko (2008).

following crack initiation. The free strain length and the distance of the
measuring point from the specimen edge were freely chosen by Wata
nabe et al. Feistle et al. (2019) record the logarithmic strain as close as
possible to the specimen edge using an optical movement and defor
mation sensor. Fig. 14 shows the strain fields occur for each specimen
geometry on the basis of which the specimen edge is reshaped. Fig. 15
compares the stress triaxiality and the strain phase courses for the OHTT
with the courses of round notched specimens. Furthermore, Behrens
et al. (2021) and Wagner et al. (2021) used notched specimens in their
investigations.

SELS Sheared edge limit strain
A0 Initial specimen cross-section
Af Specimen cross-section in the event of failure
To record the cross-section of the specimen at the time of crack
initiation, it is necessary to halt the test in good time to measure the

2.2.2.5. Sheared edge tension test. The sheared edge tension test is a

Fig. 17. Schematic diagram of the EFTT procedure using a starting blank for a closed cutting line.
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Fig. 18. Schematic diagram of a) the experimental setup and b) the half-pierced specimen; Sato et al. (2011).

cracked test objects.
Dalloz et al. (2007) use the loss of a material’s elongation (Formula
(3)) as an evaluation criterion for ECS, taking into account the elonga
tion at failure of milled reference and shear cut specimens.
/
Ductility loss = (Elr (milled) − Elr (shear cut)) Elf (milled)
(3)

edge cracking at the virtual component design stage and to take
appropriate measures. After a new EFTT was validated with a variety of
edge crack testing methods in use in industry, a number of shear cut
process parameters were investigated in detail. Fig. 17 shows the pro
cedure of the EFTT illustrated using a starting blank for a closed cutting
line.
A detailed description of the design, preparation, procedure and
evaluation of the test as well as the parameters to be varied and a
description of the tool for producing the test objects can be found in the
publications Feistle et al. (2016b), Feistle et al. (2016a), and Feistle et al.
(2017). A detailed and comprehensive treatment was published in
‘Edge-Fracture-Tensile-Test / New edge crack testing method for ductile
metallic materials’ (Feistle, 2020). Please note that all the requirements
of an edge crack test as described in Section 2.1.3. were complied with in
the design of the Edge-Fracture-Tensile-Test. Accordingly, it is possible to
determine the so-called edge crack sensitivity factor Kec (Volk and
Feistle 2018) from the tests (Formula (4)).
/
(4)
Kec = ε1,lok,y1 ε1,lok,yref

Elr (milled) Elongation at crack initiation for milled reference
specimen
Elr (shear cut) Elongation at crack initiation for shear cut specimen
The prevailing state of stress when forming an outer edge of a
component corresponds approximately to a uniaxial stress which pre
dominantly prevails on the test edge in the sheared edge tension test
(Wang et al., 2008).
2.2.2.6. Half-a-dog-bone test. The HDBT, also known as the half tensile
test, is a further evolved version of the sheared edge tension test (World
Steel Association, 2005). The specimen illustrated on the
right-hand-side of Fig. 16 corresponds to half a tensile specimen of the
standard (ASTM E8/E8M-13, 2013).
Using a tensioning or ablative production process, the waisted side of
the specimen is machined, while the opposite side is created by open
shear cutting. Targeted tapering of the specimen shifts the crack initia
tion to the waisted specimen area. The HDBT is also not standardized,
which means that there is great variation in the parameters used in the
test laboratories, which are frequently not documented. Table D3 shows
the many possible specimen geometries along with the parameters used
to characterize ECS. The literature listed contains no information about
the free stretch length of the specimen or about the test speeds or stretch
rates used. Golovashchenko and Ilinich (2009) use the total extensom
eter strain at fracture as a characteristic parameter for a material’s ECS.
In contrast, the studies of Ilinich et al. (2011c) use the absolute local
strain. Shih and Shi (2012) use the sheared edge limit strain (Formula
(2)) as an evaluation criterion for determining ECS. Depending on the
evaluation criterion selected, it may be necessary to stop the test when
the crack is initiated to determine the ECS. During the test, the two
specimen edges in the HDBT are stressed unevenly due to the asym
metrical specimen geometry. The locally dependent stress state along
the specimen edge reflects the superposition of the induced uniaxial
stress of the tensile test (up to the start of local necking) in association
with the induced stresses of the bending moment caused by the asym
metrical specimen geometry.

Kec Edge crack sensitivity factor

ε1,lok,y1 Average logarithmic major strain at the onset of local

necking, production process y1 , EFTT specimens sheared on one side
ε1,lok,yref Average logarithmic major strain at the onset of local
necking, production process yref , reference specimen
As the calculated edge crack sensitivity factor is implemented in
commercial finite element simulation environments (such as AutoForm
by AutoForm Engineering GmbH, Switzerland, and Abaqus Explicit by
Dassault Systèmes, France), the emergence of potential edge cracks can
be visualized in the forming simulation. The factor is defined as the
quotient of the average logarithmic major strain of EFTT specimens
produced, for instance, by shear cutting and the reference specimens.
The reference specimens are taken from the initial, undamaged structure
of the material to be examined. The factor enables the materials to be
classified relative to one another and reflects the loss of strain on the
specimen edge depending on the production process selected. The factor
name contains information about the ECS of the material based on the
production parameters of the test edge. The factor can take a value of
between 0.0 and 1.0. Based on empirically determined limit values (with
more than 100 materials considered), metallic materials can be classi
fied according to their ECS by calculating their edge crack sensitivity
factor, as follows:
0.9 < Kec ≤ 1.0 Insensitive to edge cracking
0.8 < Kec ≤ 0.9 At risk of edge cracking
Kec ≤ 0.8 Sensitive to edge cracking
Appendix B contains an experience report on the ECS of metallic
materials using the EFTT.
Using the edge crack sensitivity factor Kec , it is possible to take the
edge crack sensitivity into account by simulation already during the
component design. Some of the authors’ self-citations (Section Refer
ences) describe the procedure in detail. The prediction of the component
failure was carried out using the CFT and the half specimen dome test
and experimentally compared. The simulation environments mentioned

2.2.2.7. Edge-Fracture-Tensile-Test. The EFTT was developed at the
Chair of Metal Forming and Casting at the Technical University of
Munich. The aim was to develop a methodology along with an adapted
measuring concept to identify the ECS of metal materials which meet the
current requirements of an edge crack testing method, such as freedom
from friction. During the EFTT, based on the standard tensile test (DIN
EN ISO 6892-1:2017), the specimen are loaded with uniaxial tension
until material failure occurs, the specimen edges are loaded friction-free
and the measured values show low scatter. Given the fact that the
measurement data are implemented in conventional finite element
simulation programs, it is already possible to identify areas at risk of
9
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Fig. 19. Schematic diagram of a) the test setup and b) the in-plane stretch bending test specimen; Hino et al. (2017).

using the cutting process to be characterized. In addition, a flange is
placed at sufficient distance from the test edge (Fig. 20a). The test edge
is then subjected to a bending stress until crack initiation occurs
(Fig. 20b).
The ECS of the test edge is determined by recording the strains that
occur using an optical measuring system. Abe et al. (2013) used this
apparatus to characterize a sheared edge using a cross-pulling shear
cutting process. Diaz-Infante et al. (2019) investigated ECS in experi
mental and simulative settings using a DP980. The authors show that the
test edge fails suddenly without necking and friction but the risk of
buckling needs to be reduced by adjusting the specimen geometry
(Diaz-Infante et al., 2019).

Fig. 20. Schematic diagram showing the basic components of the double
bending test setup; Bouaziz et al. (2010).

above were used.
Following the EFTT: In Larour et al. (2021) is shown that also both
sides, shear-cut specimens can be used. Manopulo et al. (2021) in
tegrates recorded strain characteristics into an FEM tool for virtual
prediction of edge cracks.

2.3. AHSS materials with different structures and edge crack sensitivities
The investigations covered two sheet metal materials with different
initial structures and fracture behaviors. Both materials are of compa
rable tensile strengths. One is a dual-phase steel, the other a highmanganese steel. The multi-phase steel is established in the industrial
environment. The high-manganese steel is currently beginning to enter
the processing industry. The material used for the active elements of the
shear cutting and forming tools was cold work steel X155CrMoV12-1.
The material discussed finds further application in the authors’ own
citations listed (Section References). Some of these contain a more
detailed characterization of the material.

2.2.3. Test method with characteristic value limit displacement and/or limit
strain
2.2.3.1. Side bending test. The side bending test published by Sato et al.
(2011) enables tensile and moment loads to be applied to so-called
half-pierced specimens (Fig. 18b). The experimental set-up (Fig. 18a)
consists of a camera system that records the state of strain and the time
at which the crack was initiated.

2.3.1. Dual-phase steel CR650Y980T-DP
Low-carbon dual-phase steel CR650Y980T-DP has a ferritic basic
structure in which a hard martensitic second phase is embedded, often in
the form of an island. The embedded phase causes hardness steps in the
structure. Depending on the heat treatment, the material can also
contain bainite (DIN EN 10346:2015). To increase the formability of
dual-phase steels, retained austenite is embedded in the ferritic base
matrix. The individual microstructure can be influenced by the cooling
process during hot-dip galvanizing. The percentage chemical composi
tion by weight of the dual-phase steel was determined by radio spec
trometric analysis and is shown in Table 3.
The proportions of the alloying elements in the material are within
the tolerance range of the specifications in DIN EN 10346: 2015 (2015).
For the sake of completeness, it should be noted that the steel alloys
contain other alloy elements that are not listed, in addition to the iron
base material. Fig. 21 contains micrographs of the initial etched,

2.2.3.2. In-plane stretch bending test. The experimental setup of the inplane stretch bending test is illustrated in Fig. 19a). Hino et al. (2017)
used test objects that are similar to a tensile specimen (Fig. 19b); to
record the strains, a pattern in the form of a grid is printed on the
specimen. The edge to be characterized is subjected to bending stress
during the test, which consequently induces tensile stresses in the ma
terial. To avoid unwanted buckling or bulges in the specimen, it is sta
bilized on both sides by a tool element. An inhomogeneous and
non-reproducible state of friction prevails on the contact surface dur
ing testing. The integrated opening in the tool element enables the time
at which the crack starts to be identified.
2.2.3.3. Double bending test. In the double bending test (Fig. 20) devised
by Bouaziz et al. (2010), one edge of the flat starting blank is machined

Table 3
Alloy composition of dual-phase steel CR650Y980T-DP determined with an optical emission spectrometer.
Alloying elements in percent by weight [%]
C

Cr

Mo

Mn

Al

Si

B

V

Ni

Cu

0.070

0.307

0.198

2.262

0.190

0.390

0.004

0.007

0.014

0.015
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Fig. 21. Micrographs of the basic structure of the dual-phase steel CR650Y980T-DP along and across the rolling direction; etchant Nital.
Table 4
Mechanical material parameters of the undeformed initial structure of dual-phase steel CR650Y980T-DP; production process: grinding.
Direction of rolling

Parameter
Re [N/mm2]

Rm [N/mm2]

Ag [%]

A[%]

ε1,Break milled [-]

Hardness[HV 0.1 N]

Sa [HV 0.1 N]

0
90◦

738
783

1052
1108

7.6
6.55

11.7
10.1

0.580
0.572

328
335

4.0
6.4

◦

Table 5
Alloy composition of high-manganese steel FeMn900 determined by wet chemical analysis.
Alloying elements in percent by weight [%]
C

Cr

Mo

Mn

Al

Si

V

Ni

Cu

0.391

1.522

0.018

18.43

1.161

0.282

0.007

0.154

0.037

Fig. 22. Micrographs of the basic structure of high-manganese steel FeMn900 along and across the rolling direction; etchant: Klemm I.
Table 6
Mechanical parameters of the initial undeformed structure of high-manganese steel FeMn900; production process: grinding.
Direction of rolling

Parameter
Re [N/mm2]

Rm [N/mm2]

Ag [%]

A[%]

ε1,Break milled [-]

Hardness[HV 0,1 N]

Sa [HV 0,1 N]

0◦
90◦

496
493

934
931

53.4
51.1

57.1
55.5

0.585
0.599

270
268

7.1
4.5

undeformed structure. The sample preparation was carried out accord
ing to DIN 50602:1985 (1985) and SEP 1520 (SEP 1520:1998).
The present material used for structural and safety components in
automotive engineering is hot-dip galvanized and displays the me
chanical characteristics shown in Table 4.

Due to the large proportions of aluminum and silicon present as
alloying elements, the specific density of the material is reduced
appreciably (Otto et al., 2014). The addition of alloying elements re
duces the specific density of this group of materials by the order of ≈7.3
g / cm3 (Graessel et al., 2000). Fig. 22 contains micrographs of the initial
etched, undeformed structure. The specimen preparation was carried
out analogously to Section 2.3.1.
As the stacking fault energy of these materials is between 20–40 mJ /
m2, the twinning effect in the grains has an impact on their solidifica
tion, which means that the structure becomes increasingly fine during
forming (Wieland, 2011). This steel grade therefore belongs to the group
of twinning-induced plasticity steels, which are characterized by their
high material strength and high elongation at fracture. Compared to
dual-phase steels, steels with high manganese content have a reduced
modulus of elasticity, which is associated with a risk of hydrogen

2.3.2. High-manganese steel FeMn900
The alloy in high-manganese steels contains a minimum mass frac
tion of 3 % manganese (Bleck and Haase, 2019). The steels are charac
terized by their stable austenitic structure and high carbon content of
around 0.7 % (Otto et al., 2011), due in particular to the presence of
manganese, chromium, aluminum, silicon, nickel, and vanadium as
alloying elements. The chemical composition in percent by weight of the
high-manganese steel was determined by wet chemical analysis and is
shown in Table 5.
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molybdenum as alloying elements results in hard, chromium-rich M7C3
carbides, with an average carbide length of 10 μm (DIN EN ISO 4957:
2001, Ramírez et al., 2012) during heat treatment. The material hard
ness of the active elements after heat treatment is 58 + 2 HRC.

Table 7
Alloy composition of cold work steel X155CrMoV12-1 determined using an
optical emission spectrometer.
Alloying elements in percent by weight [%]
C

Cr

Mo

V

Si

Mn

S

P

1.53

1.55

0.72

0.92

0.35

0.36

0.02

0.02

3. Experimental design and equipment
In the interests of clarity, only the parameters of the shear cutting
process are shown in Table 8; further relevant process parameters for the
individual test methods are presented in the Results section. The relative
die clearances of 2.5 % and 25 % were chosen to show the possible in
fluence of tool shift.
At least three test objects were generated and tested for each
parameter configuration. The cutting edge radius of the active tool el
ements were recorded before the test using equipment made by Mahr
GmbH, Germany (MarWin XC 20, PCV). For each edge crack test
method, five reference specimens with an ideal, undamaged specimen
edge were produced and tested using either milling, reaming or wireeroding (7 cycles) as production processes. To reduce the ECS, it is
generally possible to shape the final component edge by performing
successive shear cutting procedures. Both this and the dependency of
ECS on the quality of the shear cutting tool has been discussed with
regard to tool displacement and tool wear in a large number of publi
cations and will not be considered further in this paper (Feistle et al.,
2016a). The digital image correlation system ARAMIS 1.3 M from GOM
GmbH, Braunschweig, Germany was used to determine the appearance
of the strains in the EFTT and OHTT. The measuring system consists of
two high-resolution Vosskühler CCD 1300 cameras made by VDS Vos
skühler GmbH, Osnabrück, Germany, fitted with Componon 2.8 / 50
lenses made by Josef Schneider Optische Werke GmbH, Kreuznach,
Germany, with a focal length of 50 mm. ARAMIS v.6.3.0-9 software is
used for system control and image processing. The CP 20 / MV 90 × 72
standard was used to calibrate the stereoscopic setup. The sensor ran at a
recording frequency of 11 Hz.

Table 8
Parameters of the shear cutting process.
Parameter [unit]

Value

Sheet thickness [mm]
Relative die clearance [%]
Type of cutting line [-]
Number of cuts [-]
Shear rake angle [-]
Cutting edge radius [μm]
Cutting speed [m/s]

1.5
2.5 %, 5 %, 8 %, 10 %, 12 %, 15 %, 16 %, 20 %, 25 %
Open, closed
One-stage
Full-edged, pressing
Sharp-edged < 7 μm
0.05–0.08

Table 9
Process parameters of the KWI test.
Parameter [unit]

Value

Initial hole diameter [mm]
Specimen dimensions [mm]
Production process reference specimen
Travel speed forming punch [mm/s]

10.0
200 × 200
Reaming
0.33

4. Results and discussion
Compared to the procedure description in Section 2.2. the test pro
cedures BMW test (Section 2.2.2.1.), sheared edge tension test (Section
2.2.2.5.) and the HDBT (Section 2.2.2.6.) are no longer illuminated.
Despite its robust marginal value problem, the BMW test is not taken
into account, since the Diabolo test is an extension of it. In particular, the
Diabolo test enables tensile stress to be applied to the specimen edge in
question (Section 2.2.2.2.). In the BMW test, however, there is no normal
stress superposition. The sheared edge tension test and HDBT will not be
discussed further, since any possible findings can be reliably obtained
using the EFTT. In designing the EFTT, care was taken to ensure that it
incorporated all the procedural advantages of both test methods. Please
note that the sheared edge tension test is not considered here because
the specimen increasingly fails in the clamping area. Also, the HDBT is
not considered due to its asymmetrical specimen geometry, since the
tensile stress applied is superimposed with an unwanted bending stress
during the test.
The parameters determined are presented and discussed for each test
procedure. This is followed by an overall comparison considering the
hole expansion ratio and the recorded logarithmic major strain for each
of the test methods.
Since each variation of the die clearance displays a typical results
distribution for the individual test methods regardless of the type of
cutting line considered, and duplication of the respective results should
be avoided, this topic is covered before the results are discussed. The
discrete values of the recorded parameters can rise or fall monotonically
with a minimum and a maximum at the edge of the specimen if the die

Fig. 23. Hole expansion ratio λ in relation to relative die clearance; KWI test;
material CR650Y980T-DP.

embrittlement (Hofmann et al., 2011). The risk increases with
electro-galvanizing (Wieland, 2011). The present material is uncoated
and has the mechanical characteristics shown in Table 6.
2.3.3. Material used for the active element of the forming and shear cutting
tools
Active elements of all test tools used were made from secondary
hardening cold work steel X155CrMoV12-1. Their suitability for cutting
and forming tools is due to the material’s high resistance to abrasive and
adhesive wear. However, the embedded carbides impair the material
toughness and, in turn, the breakout behavior (DIN EN ISO 4957:2001;
Cammann, 1986, S. 39; Ramírez et al., 2012). The chemical composition
(Table 7) of the cold work tool steel used was determined using spark
erosion spectroscopy.
The structure of the cold work steel is that of a ledeburitic matrix,
with uneven, linearly embedded carbides. The addition of vanadium and
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Fig. 24. Hole expansion ratio λ in relation to relative die clearance; HET according to ISO 16630; left: FeMn900; right: CR650Y980T-DP; evaluation Salzgitter
Mannesmann Forschung GmbH; published in part in Volk and Feistle (2018).

FeMn900 material produced by reaming process have an average
expansion ratio of 101.3 %, while those of the CR650Y980T-DP material
display an expansion ratio of 26.6 %. The reduction in the deformability
of the shear cut component edge is dependent on the cutting process, the
resulting strain hardening along the cutting line in the shear-affected
zone, and the geometry of the component edge. Ultimately, this leads
to a reduction in the expansion ratio, which reflects the residual form
ability of the single-stage shear cut component edge. The maximum hole
expansion ratio determined within the parameter variation is recorded
at a relative die clearance of u = 15 %; for the material CR650Y980T-DP,
λ = 24.7 %. The hole expansion ratio is ≈ 7 % lower than in the reference
configuration. The hole expansion ratios of CR650Y980T-DP with the
two relative die clearances of 10 % and 15 % are comparable. The error
indicators of the individual test series in the above figure show that the
hole expansion ratios recorded by the KWI test vary by several percent.
Despite the scatter that occurs, the mean value formation shows that the
expansion ratio depends on the relative die clearance.

Table 10
Process parameters of the HET with Nakajima punch and digital image corre
lation system.
Parameter [unit]

Value

Initial hole diameter [mm]
Specimen dimensions [mm]
Production process reference
specimen
Forming punch diameter [mm]
Travel speed forming punch [mm/s]
Parameter DIC System Aramis

20.0
200 × 200
Wire-eroding (7 cycles)
100 (according to ISO 12004-2)
1.2
Facet size 10 × 10 pixels, facet spacing 8
pixels

clearance is varied. There is also an alternative distribution with a global
maximum, which is recorded for the material-dependent relative die
clearance umax,S of the specimen. A minimum is displayed at the edge of
the specimen. If the population of all die clearances is considered, a
normal distribution is obtained, while the global maximum of the
probability density function, which corresponds to the residual form
ability of the edge, is at the material-specific relative cutting umax,G of the
population. If only a subset of the population is considered, umax,S does
not necessarily have to correspond to the material-specific die clearance
of the population umax,G of all die clearances. A reduction or increase in
die clearance compared to umax,G inevitably reduces the residual form
ability of the sheared edge at otherwise constant boundary conditions.
The greater the deviation in die clearance from the optimum materialspecific die clearance umax , the lower the residual formability of the
component edge. There are no other local maxima. The dependence of
the residual formability of a sheared edge on die clearance stems from
the strain hardening of the shear-affected zone and the contour of the
cutting surface, which depend on the selected die clearance.
Characteristic values of the contour of the cutting surface, the strain
hardening of the shear-affected zone, microscope images of the cutting
surface as well as microstructural images of the shear-affected zone can
be taken from the authors’ self-citations. Since the same material
batches of this review paper were predominantly used in the scientific
publications. The scientific papers contain a partial discussion of the
parameters depending on the edge crack sensitivity.

4.1.2. Hole expansion test
The discussion of the HET is based on ISO 16630 or, in another
variant, a Nakajima punch with a digital image correlation system. In
both tests, the minimum and maximum recorded for each shear cut test
series are omitted to reduce scatter. The test was carried out at Salzgitter
Mannesmann Forschung GmbH, Salzgitter, Germany.
4.1.2.1. Hole expansion test according to ISO 16630. The HET was
conducted in accordance with the specifications of ISO 16630, using a
drawing die with a hole diameter of 55.0 mm. The reference specimen
was produced by wire-eroding. The initial hole was created with seven
cuts. In contrast to the guideline, ten specimens were tested in each test
series. The forming punch traveled at a maximum speed of 1.0 mm / s.
The maximum crack opening width was 0.1 mm. Fig. 24 shows the in
fluence of the hole edge production process and the dependency of the
hole expansion ratio (Formula (1)) on the relative die clearance for both
sheet materials.
Wire-eroding holes in the FeMn900 material have an average
expansion ratio of 102.4 % with respect to the starting diameter of 10
mm, while those in CR650Y980T-DP have a ratio of 90.3 %. The
maximum average expansion ratio of λ = 48.7 % is achieved with a
relative die clearance of u = 20 %. This expansion ratio represents a
reduction of ≈ 52 % compared to the reference configuration. For
CR650Y980T-DP, the maximum hole expansion ratio λ = 27.2 % is
achieved with a relative die clearance of u = 15 %. This expansion ratio
represents a reduction of ≈ 70 % compared to the reference configura
tion. A relative die clearance of u = 12 %, as specified in ISO 16630 to
determine the hole expansion ratio, is not effective for either of the
materials investigated, since the ratio is clearly dependent on die
clearance and the maximum is not recorded at the recommended rela
tive die clearance of 12 % (Fig. D6). The two images above also show the
high scatter of several percent obtained with the HET according to ISO

4.1. Discussion of the results obtained for each test method
4.1.1. KWI test
This test was conducted by Outokumpu Nirosta GmbH according to
the specifications established by Siebel and Pomp (1929). Five identical
parts were tested for each parameter configuration. Table 9 lists the
process-specific test parameters. The test was terminated immediately
after cracking appeared on the edge of the specimen.
Fig. 23 shows the influence of the hole edge production process and
the dependence of the hole expansion ratio (Formula (1)) on the relative
die clearance for the material CR650Y980T-DP. The initial holes of the
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4.1.2.2. Hole expansion test with a Nakajima punch and digital image
correlation system. This procedure corresponds to that of the HET but
with modifications made to the standard procedure as shown in
Table 10. In addition to the hole expansion ratio (Formula (1)), the
strain field was recorded at discrete points in time. Five specimens were
tested in each test series. A drawing die with a diameter of 120.0 mm
and an inlet radius of 10.0 mm were used.
The DIC system enables the hole expansion ratio λ to be determined
not only in line with ISO 16630 in the event of specimen failure, but at
any time. The crack initiation timepoint can be detected manually or
using an evaluation macro. Table 11 illustrates the dependency of the
parameter on the measuring equipment used and shows the spread of
the measurements. A camera system with a systematic evaluation
routine significantly reduces the spread of the results. The hole expan
sion ratio was determined using the DIC system in combination with the
aforementioned evaluation macro (Salzgitter Mannesmann Forschung
GmbH) to obtain meaningful results with low scatter. The hole expan
sion ratio was recorded as a function of the relative die clearance, as
shown in Fig. 25.
Comparison of the figures shows a distribution of recorded hole
expansion ratios similar to that of the standardized procedure. Because
of the increase in the initial hole diameter, included in Formula (1), as
well as the change in the strain path due to the use of a forming punch
with a hemispherical head and the change in the stress state during the
shear cutting process, the hole expansion ratio is less than in the HET
according to ISO 16630 for the material CR650Y980T-DP. The use of the
Aramis DIC system means that the logarithmic major strain ε1 can be
recorded at discrete times. Fig. 26 shows, in a similar way to Fig. 25, the
dependence of the main logarithmic major strain on the production
process and relative die clearance. In the following figure, the average
logarithmic major strain ε1,crack in each test series when specimen failure
occurs due to cracking is determined from the last-recorded image level
at which the component edge is free of cracks. The values are recorded
directly on the metal surface of the specimen edge to be characterized.
Characterization of the sheet material FeMn900 shows a maximum
average logarithmic major strain of ε1,crack = 0.428 when using a relative
die clearance of u = 15 %. Compared to the reference edge condition
(ε1,crack = 0.781), the cutting process reduces the deformability of the
base material by 45.2 %. Considering the dual-phase steel CR650Y980TDP, the initial wire-eroded holes fail with an average logarithmic major
strain of ε1,crack = 0.320. For a relative die clearance of u = 15 %, the
average major strain at crack is ε1,crack = 0.283. In relation to the
reference specimens, there is a reduction in the remaining deformability
of ≈ 11.6 % due to the shear cutting process. Fig. D7 shows the char
acteristic values recorded with other DP-steels. As shown in Fig. 27, the
recorded strain distribution for shear cut specimens reveals that the
hotspot of the maximum decrease in thickness is frequently not to be
found at the edge of the specimen, but in the area of the shear-affected
zone or in the base material adjoining it.
The characterization also needs to clarify whether the test object is
exhausted due to an edge crack or due to a failure of the work-hardened
base material of the shear-affected zone or due to the deformability of
the base material. Ultimately, the exact type of failure can only be
determined by examining the photographic images produced by the
ARAMIS optical 3D motion and deformation sensor. The investigation
found that the quality of the results is enhanced by using an optical
measurement system, since not only the hole expansion ratio with
reduced scatter but also the logarithmic major strain can be recorded at
discrete points in time.

Table 11
Hole expansion ratios λ of three reference specimens depending on the evalua
tion routine; above: FeMn900; below: CR650Y980T-DP; evaluation by Salzgitter
Mannesmann Forschung GmbH; published in part in Volk and Feistle (2018).
Material FeMn900
Evaluation routine
Test item

Manual λman
[%]

Evaluation eye λeye
[%]

Evaluation macro λmac
[%]

Specimen 1
Specimen 2
Specimen 3
Average /
Sa

112.6
122.2
127.1
120.7 / 7.4

118.9
126.2
130.5
125.2 / 5.9

117.4
118.2
119.3
118.3 / 0.9

Material CR650Y980T-DP
Evaluation routine
Test item

Manual λman
[%]

Evaluation eye λeye
[%]

Evaluation macro λmac
[%]

Specimen 1
Specimen 2
Specimen 3
Average /
Sa

37.5
40.9
36.1
38.2 / 2.5

37.9
37.8
39.7
38.4 / 1.0

37.1
37.4
38.5
37.7 / 0.7

Fig. 25. Hole expansion ratio λ in relation to relative die clearance; HET with
Nakajima punch; material: CR650Y980T-DP; evaluation by Salzgitter Man
nesmann Forschung GmbH.

16630. Despite the scatter, the mean value formation shows that the
expansion ratio depends on the relative die clearance. Figs. D2 and D6
show the characteristic values recorded for other dual-phase steels.
Since the HET according to ISO 16630 is the only standardized
procedure, a large number of variables influencing ECS have been
examined in line with the test specification:
• Sartkulvanich and Altan (2008) examined the influence of grave
orientation on the hole expansion ratio;
• Carlsson et al. (2005) investigated the influence of tool wear on the
hole expansion ratio with different types of steel;
• Guk (2007) investigated the influence of punch shape and hole
production on hole expansion and the shape elongation to be
achieved.

4.1.3. Collar-forming test according to DIN 8584-5
Since components with discrete hole expansion ratios can be pro
duced with this edge crack testing method, it is possible to classify the
specimen edge using a boundary pattern:
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Fig. 26. Logarithmic major strain at the time of specimen failure due to cracking as a function of relative die clearance; left: FeMn900; right: CR650Y980T-DP;
published in part in Volk and Feistle (2018).

Fig. 27. Left: Facet grid from an ARAMIS image of a shear cut specimen obtained with the HET using a Nakajima punch; right: detailed view of the specimen; onestep shear cutting process; material: CR650Y980T-DP; Volk and Feistle (2018).

As it is possible to produce test objects with faultless component
edges, the prevailing logarithmic major strain ε1 at the edge can be
calculated. As a result, another parameter is available for characterizing
ECS. The procedure is described in Volk and Feistle (2018). The initial
shear cut holes were made with a mechanically driven machine tool,
while a hydraulically driven machine tool was used to shape the collar.
Ten identical parts were tested for each test series and hole expansion
ratio. Regardless of the variant of the method, the sheet material will not
flow if the blank holder force is sufficient. The drawing gap should be
larger than the sheet thickness in order to avoid unintentional stretching
of the material during forming. The CFT can, however, also be carried
out with a drawing gap that is less than the sheet thickness (Kueppers,
1971).
One advantage of the variant with a constant forming punch diam
eter is the reduced cost of the active elements, since inexpensive stan
dard parts can be used for the shear cutting process, and only a forming
punch, drawing die and blank holder are required for the forming pro
cess. The cutting and forming tools used are described in Feistle et al.
(2018).
In Tables 13 and 15, fields with a green background indicate
parameter configurations in which only good, fault-free components
were produced. Cells colored in red, on the other hand, reflect parameter
configurations in which at least one reject component was found. The
hole expansion ratio is calculated according to Formula (1).

Table 12
Process parameters for the CFT with variable initial hole diameter and constant
internal collar diameter 20 mm.
Parameter [unit]

Value

Punch diameter [mm]
Specimen dimensions [mm]
Production process reference
specimens
Travel speed forming punch
[mm/s]
Drawing gap [mm]
Positioning of starting blank

20
100 × 100
Reaming
15.0
2.5
Positioning on the edge feed side opposite the
forming punch

Table 13
Expansion ratios λ in the CFT with variable initial hole diameter and constant
internal collar diameter of 20 mm; above: FeMn900; below: CR650Y980T-DP;
published in part in Volk and Feistle (2018).

4.1.3.1. Collar-forming test with variable initial hole diameter and constant
internal collar diameter 20 mm. The process parameters are listed in
Table 12. Table 13 shows the influence of relative die clearance and
initial hole diameter on the hole expansion ratio for both sheet
materials.
The parameter configurations examined result in a maximum
expansion ratio of 42.9 %, which corresponds to an initial hole diameter
of 14 mm and a relative die clearance of u = 20 % for FeMn900. A
maximum expansion ratio of 25.0 %, which corresponds to an initial
hole diameter of 16 mm, is achieved for CR650Y980T-DP with both

• No cracking or necking on collar edge: component is good;
• Cracking, including across entire sheet thickness; initial or severe
necking: reject component.
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Fig. 28. Microscope images of milled reference specimens with anisotropic material behavior; cracks at collar edge transverse to the direction of rolling at λ = 80 %;
material: FeMn900; Volk and Feistle (2018).

the boundary conditions of the CFT, must be between 15 % and 20 %.
Reference specimens made of FeMn900 with a reamed initial hole can be
widened without errors up to a hole expansion ratio of 66.7 % (initial
hole diameter 12.0 mm). Test objects with an initial hole diameter of
11.0 mm (λ = 81.8 %) display failure, as shown in Fig. 28. Examination
of the reference test objects made of CR650Y980T-DP shows that defectfree components can be produced up to a hole expansion ratio of λ =
53.8 %.
To compare the CFTs with the EFTT and the logarithmic major strain
ε1 of the two parameter configurations for the material FeMn900, the
reamed reference specimen and shear cutting configuration with a
relative die clearance u = 15 % are calculated. A residual sheet thickness
of 0.96 mm at the collar edge was recorded for the milled reference
components with an initial hole diameter of 12.0 mm and a hole
expansion ratio of λ = 66.7 %. As a result, the collar edge facing the
drawing die was widened to a diameter of 22.0 mm, which corresponds
to a computationally recorded logarithmic major strain of ε1 = 0.602.
For the parameters of the shear cut specimen variant with a starting hole
diameter of 15.0 mm, remaining sheet metal thickness of 1.20 mm at the
collar edge, a hole expansion ratio of λ = 33.3 % and a calculated outer
collar diameter of 22.40 mm, the logarithmic major strain ε1 is calcu
lated as 0.401.

Table 14
Process parameters for the CFT with a constant initial hole diameter of 50 mm
and variable internal collar diameter.
Parameter [unit]

Value

Initial hole diameter [mm]
Specimen dimensions [mm]
Production process reference
specimens
Travel speed forming punch
[mm/s]
Drawing gap [mm]
Positioning of starting blank

50 mm – (2 * die clearance)
200 × 160
Milling
15.0
2.5
Positioning on the edge feed side opposite the
Diabolo punch

Table 15
Expansion ratios λ for the CFT with a constant initial hole diameter of 50 mm and
variable internal collar diameter; above: FeMn900; below: CR650Y980T-DP;
published in part in Volk and Feistle (2018).

4.1.3.2. Collar-forming test with constant initial hole diameter of 50 mm
and variable internal collar diameter. The process parameters are given in
Table 14. As with the results shown in Tables 13, 15 reflects the influ
ence of relative die clearance on the possible expansion ratio.
The maximum hole expansion ratio λ = 40 % of FeMn900 is also
achieved with a relative die clearance of u = 20 %. The two relative die
clearances of u = 10 % and u = 15 % achieve expansion ratios compa
rable to those of the above variant. A maximum hole expansion ratio of
75 % was achieved with milled reference holes. Only good components
were produced with this expansion ratio. In the case of FeMn900 steel,
which has a high manganese content, the radius of curvature of the
initial hole has no significant influence on the sensitivity to edge
cracking when the collar is drawn. According to literature, the
maximum hole expansion ratio for CR650Y980T-DP is reached at a
relative die clearance of u = 15 %. A maximum expansion ratio of 55 %
was achieved on milled reference specimen. The collar edges of those
reference specimen show no failure at this expansion ratio. In the CFTs,
milled reference components with an expansion ratio of λ = 80 % were
used to determine whether the test material FeMn900 exhibited aniso
tropic behavior (Fig. 28), since the specimen edge begins to constrict
depending on the rolling direction.
To compare the CFTs with the EFTT, the logarithmic major strain ε1
of the two parameter configurations (milled reference and shear cut
specimen (relative die clearance u = 15 %)) are calculated for the

Table 16
Process parameters for the Diabolo test.
Parameter [unit]

Value

Specimen dimensions [mm]
Production process reference
specimens
Travel speed forming punch
[mm/s]
Parameter DIC system Aramis
Positioning of starting blank

200 × 40
Wire-eroding (7 cycles)
1.5
Facet size 10 × 10 pixels, facet spacing 8 pixels
Positioning on the edge feed side opposite the
Diabolo punch

relative die clearances u = 15 % and u = 20 %. If the process parameter
die clearance is varied, the result variable in an edge crack investigation
must always have a Gaussian distribution with an absolute maximum.
Consequently, the material-specific die clearance, taking into account
16
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Fig. 29. Logarithmic major strain depending on relative die clearance; left: FeMn900; right: CR650Y980T-DP; published in part in Volk and Feistle (2018).

Fig. 30. Left: strain distribution of logarithmic decrease in thickness calculated from ARAMIS images; right: logarithmic major strain as a function of the number of
images; relative die clearance u = 10 %; material: CR650Y980T-DP; Volk and Feistle (2018).

logarithmic major strain of ε1 = 0.584. For the parameters of the shear
cut specimen variant with a starting hole diameter of 49.55 mm,
remaining sheet metal thickness of 1.15 mm at the collar edge, hole
expansion ratio of λ = 55 % and calculated collar outer diameter of
79.80 mm, the logarithmic major strain ε1 is calculated as 0.477.
4.1.4. Diabolo test
The tests were carried out on a test facility of ThyssenKrupp Steel
Europe AG; the characteristic values were determined by the authors
themselves. The process parameters are shown in Table 16. The
component edges were made with an open cutting line.
Due to the high deformability of high-manganese steel FeMn900, the
ARAMIS optical deformation system made by GOM GmbH, Braunsch
weig, Germany is not able to correctly display the facet pattern at very
high elongations shortly before specimen failure, as the speckle pattern
applied becomes heavily distorted. The maximum logarithmic major
strain ε1 of the wire-eroded reference specimens can therefore not be
determined. Neither is it possible to determine a logarithmic major
strain ε1 at the start of local necking, since the loss of the facets also
means that the history of the strain curve is lost. Table 16 displays the
process parameters of the FeMn900 test series with shear cut component
edges. The maximum mean residual formability of ε1,crack = 0.423 for
the relative die clearance examined is recorded with a die clearance of u
= 16 % (Fig. 29). For CR650 × 980T-DP, the logarithmic major strain
ε1,crack was determined at specimen failure due to crack initiation
(Fig. 29).
For the wire-eroded reference specimens, the mean logarithmic
major strain is calculated as ε1,crack = 0.562. One test object failed with a
very high logarithmic major strain of ε1,crack = 0.717. For this test piece,
a logarithmic major strain of ε1,loc = 0.545 was determined at the onset
of local necking. Tests were also carried out on a shear cut specimen
edge. With these process parameters, maximum deformability is at a
relative die clearance of u = 16 %. If the specimen fails due to cracking,
an average logarithmic major strain of ε1,crack = 0.319 is determined.
The residual formability is reduced by an average of ≈ 53 % with respect
to the reference specimens. Fig. D8 in the Appendix D shows the influ
ence of such process parameters as die clearance and sheet thickness, as

Fig. 31. Logarithmic decrease in thickness calculated from ARAMIS images
plotted as a function of the number of images; relative die clearance u = 10 %;
material: CR650Y980T-DP; Volk and Feistle (2018).
Table 17
Process parameters for the OHTT.
Parameter [unit]

Value

Sampling direction

0◦ to the direction of rolling (characterization of the
specimen edge below 90 ◦ to the direction of rolling)
10; 20
200 × 40

Initial hole diameter [mm]
Specimen dimensions
[mm]
Free stretch length [mm]
Production process
reference specimens
Aramis DIC system
parameter
Strain rate [1/s]

150
Reaming
Facet size 10 × 10 pixels, facet spacing 8 pixels
0.004

material FeMn900. A residual sheet thickness of 1.08 mm at the collar
edge was recorded for the milled reference components with an initial
hole diameter of 50.0 mm and a hole expansion ratio of λ = 75 %. As a
result, the collar edge facing the drawing die was widened to a diameter
of 89.66 mm, which corresponds to a computationally recorded
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Fig. 32. Logarithmic major strain at the onset of local necking depending on relative die clearance; upper: FeMn900; lower: CR650Y980T-DP; published in part in
Volk and Feistle (2018) and Feistle et al. (2019).

Fig. 33. Left: maximum test force depending on relative die clearance; right: force-displacement diagram as a function of relative die clearance; material: FeMn900;
published in part in Volk and Feistle (2018).

the beginning of local necking and the curve in the following figure can
only be derived to a limited extent, it cannot always be determined.
Specimen examinations showed that as the input variable of the Volk
and Hora (2011) algorithm, the logarithmic major strain ε1 is more
important than sheet metal thinning ε3 . Future investigations should
validate the correctness of the values recorded in the procedure.

well as the edge conditions for another dual-phase steel. Due to the toolworkpiece contact between the Diabolo punch and the test piece
(especially the test edge), there is an increased risk that the crack in
shear cut test pieces will not necessarily be initiated at the location of
maximum sheet metal thinning. This means that the Volk and Hora
(2011) procedure for determining local necking cannot be used without
modification, since incorrect characteristic values would be recorded
when determining the logarithmic major strain ε1 . In addition, the crack
arises on the contact surface depending on the used material and grows
until clear failure of the specimen; consequently, the failure time of
crack initiation is unclear. The diagram on the right in Fig. 30 shows the
effect of choosing an unsuitable failure location, since an excessively
high logarithmic major strain ε1 is only determined if the location of
maximum sheet metal thinning ε3 is used as the failure location. If the
failure location of maximum sheet metal thinning coincides with the
location of crack formation, it is often not possible to determine the
onset of local necking in the Diabolo test due to friction between the tool
and the workpiece, since the logarithmic decrease in thickness, as shown
in Fig. 31, is subject to strong fluctuation. Since the rate of decrease in
the thickness ε3 according to Volk and Hora (2011) is used to determine

4.1.5. Open hole tensile test
This paper covers neither the specimen preparation procedure nor
the presentation of the results of tests involving variation of the direction
of sampling, initial hole diameter, specimen width and free stretching
length. Please refer to the referenced publication Feistle et al. (2019) for
more details on these topics. Table 17 shows the process parameters of
the test.
The logarithmic major strain ε1 parameter was recorded directly on
the surface of the hole edge. The reference specimens (hole diameter
10.0 mm) of the high-manganese material FeMn900 fail due to cracking
at an average logarithmic major strain of ε1,crack = 0.606 or when local
necking begins with an average major strain of ε1,loc = 0.467. Fig. 32
(upper) also shows the recorded parameters as a function of relative die
18
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sheared component edge is achieved with a relative die clearance of u =
15. Compared to the reamed reference specimens (ε1,loc = 0.207), the
residual formability of these shear cut component edges is reduced by
approximately 12 %. Fig. D10 of the Appendix D contains recorded
characteristic values for hot-rolled steel; furthermore, the results show
the influence of the sampling direction. If there is only a qualitative
comparison of the available residual formation capacity of different
specimen edges with no precise determination of the logarithmic major
strain ε1 at the specimen edge, there is no need for a DIC system for
materials sensitive to edge cracking, since the deformation capacity of
the component edge can be derived from the maximum tensile force
(Feistle et al. 2019). As in Fig. 32 (upper), the resulting variable
maximum (material FeMn900) is achieved with a relative die clearance
of u = 15 % (Fig. 33 (left)). It can be seen from Fig. 33 (right) that the
OHTT specimens fail before the tensile strength of the material is
reached, so the maximum tensile force can be used as an indicator of
sensitivity to edge cracking in this test method. Cafolla and Norman
(2013) conducted similar experiments, their findings can be incorpo
rated in the above discussion. The forces and strain distribution in the
area of the specimen edge were investigated both by experiment and
simulation. Fig. D13 show the relation between fracture elongation on
OHTT and hole expansion ratio on HET. This comparison does not take
place in this work.

Table 18
Process parameters for the EFTT.
Parameter [unit]

Value

Sampling direction
Production process reference
specimens
Aramis DIC system parameter

90 ◦ to the rolling direction
Milling

Strain rate [1/s]

Facet size 10 × 10 pixels, facet spacing 8
pixels
0.004

Fig. 34. Mean logarithmic major strain ε1 at the onset of local necking and in
the event of specimen failure due to cracking as a function of relative die
clearance; EFTT specimen sheared on one side; slug width: 5 mm (closed cutting
line), scrap width: 4 mm (open cutting line); material: FeMn900; published in
part in Volk and Feistle (2018) and Feistle (2020).

4.1.6. Edge-Fracture-Tensile-Test
Since the EFTT is currently non-standardized, please see in-house
publications for information regarding specimen geometry, selection
of a testing machine, procedural regulations and process and procedural
parameters (Volk and Feistle (2018)). As this test method is currently the
only fully documented and validated one that allows the type of cutting
line to be varied in specimen production, it is explicitly mentioned in the
results. At least seven objects were tested for each parameter configu
ration. Table 18 shows the basic process parameters.
Figs. 34 and 35 show the logarithmic major strain recorded at the
beginning of local necking and in the event of specimen failure due to
cracking as a function of a variation in die clearance for a closed and
open cutting line. The characteristic values at the onset of local necking
were determined using the Volk and Hora method (2011). As in the
previous test results, a distribution with a global maximum and mini
mum at the edge of the test parameters is established within the scope of
this test series, regardless of the type of cutting line selected. A
comparative discussion of the many results, as with the previous results,
is dispensed with here as they have been given in previous sections.
Values recorded explicitly are discussed in detail in Section 4.2.2. in the
comparison of experiments. Due to the initial selection of blank geom
etries, this test method enables shear cut component edges to be made
while varying the type of cutting line. To produce the sheared specimen
edges, a slug width of 5 mm was used for a closed cutting line and a scrap
width of 4 mm for an open cutting line. If a relative die clearance of 15 %
is used to compare high-manganese FeMn900, it can be seen that a shear
cut specimen edge produced using a closed cutting line (ε1,loc = 0.339)
has a lower residual formability than an edge produced with an open
cutting line (ε1,loc = 0.406). The residual formability is ≈ 17 % lower.
This reduction is due to the change in the effective stress state during
shear cutting in the shear zone. The shear-affected zone, which is
created using a closed cutting line, experiences increased work hard
ening and changes to the cut surface parameters (such as an increased
smooth cut portion) compared to a specimen edge realized by an open
cutting line. The varying parameters influence the available residual
formability and consequently the ECS of a material.
As it is possible to render a process-reliable determination of the
characteristic values, the edge crack sensitivity factor Kec will be dis
cussed in detail for a test configuration. This factor can be determined
for each test combination. It is calculated as 0.595 for the material
FeMn900, with die clearance u = 10 % and closed cutting line as test

Fig. 35. Mean logarithmic major strain ε1 at the onset of local necking and in
the event of specimen failure due to cracking as a function of relative die
clearance; EFTT specimen sheared on one side; slug width: 5 mm (closed cutting
line), scrap width: 4 mm (open cutting line); material: CR650Y980T-DP; pub
lished in part in Volk and Feistle (2018) and Feistle (2020).

Fig. 36. Distribution of the logarithmic major strain ε1 of the last discrete time
step before specimen failure due to cracking; left: EFTT specimen sheared on
one side, straight, closed cutting line, slug width: 5 mm, relative die clearance u
= 10 %; right: reference specimen, production process: milling; material:
FeMn900; Feistle (2020).

clearance. In this study, a maximum residual formability of ε1,loc = 0.411
is recorded using a relative die clearance of u = 15 %. Deformability is
reduced by approximately 12 % with respect to the reference tests when
failure is due to the onset of local necking. Similar tests were carried out
on dual-phase steel CR650Y980T-DP with a hole diameter of 20 mm.
The characteristic values are shown in Fig. 32 (upper). In the in
vestigations, a maximum logarithmic major strain of ε1,loc = 0.184 at the
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Table 19
Hole expansion ratios λ [%] in the KWI test, HET according to ISO 16630, HET with Nakajima punch, and CFT as a function of relative die clearance; black: determined
hole expansion ratio, green and purple: boundary hole expansion ratios; above: FeMn900; below: CR650Y980T-DP; published in part in Volk and Feistle (2018) and
Feistle (2020).

parameters. Using the calculated factor, the material for this parameter
configuration can be classified as sensitive to edge cracking. This means
that failure of the specimen occurs due to crack initiation starting from
the specimen edge. This can be visualized by the strain field recorded by
the digital image correlation system (Fig. 36a). Fig. 36b) shows the
strain field of the logarithmic major strain ε1 of the last discrete time step
before specimen failure due to cracking of a reference specimen with
two milled edges. Unlike the EFTT specimen, which is sheared on one
side, the reference specimen is located in the vicinity of the specimen’s
center.

characteristic values (FeMn900) for the HET with the Nakajima punch
display a slight increase in hole expansion ratios with respect to the
reference components. Not only the process-specific tool-workpiece
contacts during the forming process and the aforementioned differences
in the strain paths along which a specimen edge is stressed, the hole
expansion ratios vary significantly, especially for materials with high
formability. The hole expansion ratios obtained in the reference tests of
CR650Y980T-DP do not take into account the HET according to ISO
16630, as this test series is of a very high level compared to the KWI test,
and the HET with Nakajima punch gives a characteristic value. Despite
the similarities in the production of the edges in the reference tests, the
KWI test and HET with Nakajima punch have significantly smaller hole
expansion ratios than the CFTs. The tendencies described above
(FeMn900) are reversed in the case of dual-phase steel. As the specimen
is prepared in a similar way to FeMn900, the change in tendencies must
be due to the structure of the CR650Y980T-DP base material.
Conversely, the hole expansion ratio must be influenced by the material
structure and in turn the strain path of the deformation. If a global
process comparison is carried out taking into account shear cut test
objects, the above table shows that for CR650Y980T-DP, with few ex
ceptions, the hole expansion ratios are comparable with those of the KWI
test and the HET. If the results of the CFT are also considered, the hole
expansion ratios of the first method are below the boundary hole
expansion ratio in the CFT in which the first reject components occur.
The ratios obtained in the KWI and HETs are generally in the interim
zone between good and reject components in the CFT with a constant
internal diameter of 20 mm. The ratios determined for good and reject
components in the CFT with a constant hole outlet diameter of 50 mm
are always above the characteristic values of the other test methods. The
previous considerations are not transferable to all tests carried out with
FeMn900, since with high deformability materials the aforementioned
effective tool-workpiece contact significantly influences the parameter.
In addition, the deformability of a material depends considerably on the
strain path. Due to the different structures of the two test materials, it is
not possible to fully transfer the developed tendencies.
If the hole expansion ratios of the reference specimens in the HET
(ISO 16630) and CFT are compared, those of the former are always
above the characteristic values of the latter, regardless of the procedure
and material. The initial holes of the reference specimens in the HET

4.2. Comparison and evaluation of edge crack test methods
Due to the frequent use of friction testing methods and the fact that
these methods can also cause an approximate uniaxial stress state at the
test edge, tests such as the Diabolo test or the CFT were deliberately
included in the investigations in the following discussion of results in
Sections 4.2.1. and 4.2.2. If these results are combined with the char
acteristic values of frictionless test methods, it is possible to work out the
influence of friction and tool-workpiece contact precisely.
4.2.1. Process comparison based on the hole expansion ratio variable
For the sake of clarity, the hole expansion ratios are set out in
Table 19, along with selected parameter configurations of the test
methods discussed above.
To avoid duplication, please note that the tool-workpiece contact in
all methods impairs the determination of the hole expansion ratio and
can lead to scattered measurements. A global consideration of the
measurements is followed by a comparison of selected processes. If the
hole expansion ratios of the reference test objects made from FeMn900
obtained with the individual test methods are considered separately
from the production process, the hole expansion ratio in the CFTs is
significantly lower than with in the KWI and HETs. This also applies to
reject components. The characteristic values (FeMn900) with the KWI
test and HET (ISO 16630) are comparable. However, it should be noted
that the characteristic values of the KWI test must be reduced to a
minimum due to the geometry of the punch head used, keeping other
marginal conditions constant. In accordance with the investigations by
Stachowicz (2008). Regardless of the evaluation routine selected, the
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Table 20
Mean logarithmic major strain ε1 at the onset of local necking and in the event of specimen failure due to cracking using the Diabolo test, HET with Nakajima punch,
OHTT, CFT, and the EFTT as a function of relative die clearance; representation: ε1,loc [-] | ε1,crack [-], blue: closed cutting line, purple: open cutting line; above:
FeMn900; below: CR650Y980T-DP; published in part in Volk and Feistle (2018) and Feistle (2020).

were produced by wire-eroding (7 cycles), those in the CFT by milling
and reaming.
The CFT with a constant internal diameter of 20 mm shows that for
relative die clearances of u = 10 % and u = 20 % (FeMn900) and u = 15
% and u = 20 % (CR650Y980T-DP), the ratio detected in the HET (ISO
16630) is between the two limit ratios of the CFT. With a relative die
clearance of u = 15 % using sheet metal FeMn900 and with the a relative
die clearance of u = 10 % using sheet metal CR650 × 980T-DP, the HET
(ISO 16630) achieves a slightly larger hole expansion ratio. Taking the
CFT into account (FeMn900, constant initial hole diameter of 50 mm),
the limit hole expansion ratio at reject components shows a lower value.
This is because discrete hole expansion ratios with reduced gradation
were investigated in this test, which means that the transition zone
between good and reject components can be shown in more detail. Since
the component edge is only examined once the test has been carried out,
the cracks can be precisely recorded. Consequently, the limit hole
expansion ratio can be determined very precisely within the gradation of
the discrete hole expansion ratios. A comparison shows that increased
gradation of the discrete hole expansion ratios in the CFT with constant
internal diameter and in the HET, resulting from the manual interrup
tion of the test by clear crack formation, produces higher values than
with the CFT (constant initial hole diameter). The limit hole expansion
ratio of the CFT with constant internal diameter would approximate the
limit hole expansion ratio of the CFT with constant initial hole diameter
if no initial hole diameters with integer values were included in the
investigation. The findings for FeMn900 are almost transferable to
CR650Y980T-DP in the HET and CFT with a constant internal diameter
of 20 mm. The boundary condition of the good and reject components in
the CFT with a constant hole diameter of 50 mm (CR650Y980T-DP),
however, has shifted towards larger hole expansion ratios. The influence
of slug deflection comes into play particularly with materials of low
deformability or an inhomogeneous structure. The different stress state
results in changes to the geometric parameters of the cut surface and the
work-hardened area of the shear-affected zone. These parameters in

fluence the material’s sensitivity to edge cracking. This is transferable to
all edge crack testing methods using test objects with geometries real
ized by a shear cutting process with a closed cutting line. In this context,
reference is made to Feistle (2020). The changes during the shear cutting
process are described in Timmerbeil (1957). If the influence of slug
deflection is avoided, for instance, by employing an additional produc
tion process, as used with reference specimens, boundary hole expansion
ratios of a comparable level are possible. As with the HET, crack initi
ation in the CFT takes place independent of the material on the outer
edge of the collar, which is inclined towards the forming die. The
investigation using shear cut test objects (FeMn900, CR650Y980T-DP)
found that specimen failure due to fracture occurs more abruptly with
small initial holes, in the form of clear cracks across the sheet thickness.
In particular, with formed test objects with an initial hole diameter of 50
mm, it was evident that the initiated cracks formed over the sheet
thickness when the discrete hole expansion ratio was increased, espe
cially with the high-manganese FeMn900. Fig. D12 show the correlation
between the CFT and the HET for other dual-phase steels.
A comparison of the characteristic values (FeMn900, CR650Y980TDP) determined by the KWI test with the values from the HET reveals
hole expansion ratios of a comparable or slightly lower level. The
findings from the comparison of the HET with other test methods can
also be transferred to the KWI test. A comparison of the KWI test (with
adjusted process parameters) and the HET was also carried out by
Sadagopan et al. (2003) for other materials (Fig. D12). The in
vestigations also considered the influence of material parameters on the
hole expansion ratio.
The hole expansion ratios determined for shear cut specimens in the
HET with Nakajima punch are smaller than with the HET (ISO 16630)
for CR650Y980TDP. The spread of characteristic values is significantly
smaller than with the procedure according to ISO 16630, especially
when using an automated evaluation routine. The characteristic values
are at the level of the KWI test or slightly below (CR650Y980T-DP).
Depending on the evaluation routine used to record the hole expansion
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Table 21
Edge crack sensitivity factors Kec determined for various edge crack testing methods; manufacturing process of the reference specimen: milling, reaming;
manufacturing process of shear-cut specimen: one-stage; relative die clearance u = 15 %, exception Diabolo test u = 16 %; sharp-edged cutting edge; sampling direction
of all specimens: 90 ◦ to the rolling direction; material FeMn900; * limit value for 100 % good components, ** limit value for 100 % reject components.
Parameter

EFTT (open
cutting line)

OHTT (initial hole
diameter of 10 mm)

CFT (initial hole diameter
of 50 mm)

EFTT (closed
cutting line)

CFT (variable hole
diameter)

Kec

0.933

0.880

0.817

0.779

0.666

ε1,shear cut,crack
ε1,reference,crack
λshear cut
λreference

–

–

0.466*–0.667**

–

ratios in the test with Nakajima punch, the characteristic values lie
somewhere in the transitional zone between good and reject compo
nents in the CFT with a constant dia-meter of 20 mm (CR650Y980T-DP).
As in the previous discussion of characteristic values with the KWI test
and the HET (ISO 16630), significantly higher characteristic values are
achieved in the CFT with a constant hole diameter of 50 mm than in the
HET with Nakajima punch.
The HET according to ISO 16630 requires a smaller amount of ma
terial than the variant with the Nakajima punch. The amount of sheet
metal required for the KWI test is the same as for the HET. The first
variants require a significantly smaller amount of test material than the
CFT.

0.500*–0.807**

Diabolo
test

HET with
Nakajima punch

HET
–

–

–

0.590

0.548

–

–

0.440

the OHTT. The characteristic values of the HET with Nakajima punch
using a sheared test edge are slightly lower than in the OHTT due to the
modified strain path and the tool-workpiece contact. With reference to
limit elongation, it is only possible to record permissible base material
parameters using the EFTT only with this test method that the reference
specimen, according to the method definition, can fail in an area be
tween the specimen edges (Fig. 36, right). Failure starting from the edge
of the specimen is not permitted in tests of reference specimens inde
pendent of the material. As a result, the elongation values determined by
the EFTT, especially for materials with high edge sensitivity (e. g. DPsteels), must always be at the same or a higher level than the other
test methods discussed, since the characteristic values are determined
without any influence on the edges.
The following list shows the essential aspects which justify the
comparison of selected procedures in Sections 4.2.2.1.–4.2.2.4.:

4.2.2. Process comparison based on a limit strain examination
For the sake of clarity, the mean logarithmic major strain ε1 at the
onset of local necking and in the event of specimen failure due to
cracking in selected parameter configurations of the test methods from
previous sections are given in Table 20.
A global consideration of the test results is followed by a comparison
of selected processes. When considering a global limit strain, there are
different possible types of cutting line. As discussed above, the residual
formability of a shear cut component edge is smaller using a closed
cutting line than with an edge formed by an open cutting line (Section
2.2.2.7.). Since only the Diabolo test and the EFTT enable the charac
terization of an open cutting line, the results are presented below in the
form of a direct comparison. Beginning with the friction-free OHTT and
EFTT (both materials), a comparison of the sheared initial holes shows
slightly higher values for the OHTT. This is partly due to the geometric
influence of slug deflection (Section 4.2.1.), which has been referred to
several times, the consequent change in the effective stress state in the
shear zone, and its influence on the shear-affected zone and the cut
surface as part of the shear cutting process. It is known from previous
publications that residual formability is reduced with a smaller radius of
curvature or slug width. The new findings are plausible. Direct com
parison of the OHTT and the HET with Nakajima punch based on an
identical shear cut initial hole shows that the change in the strain path
and the effective tool-workpiece contact reduces the residual formability
for both materials. The HET with Nakajima punch was recorded. The
previous findings are applicable to the characteristic values determined
at the onset of local necking and when specimen failure occurs due to
cracking. If the characteristic values from the CFT are additionally
considered, it can be seen, independent of the materials, that with an
increasing radius of curvature and the use of a shear cut component
edge, the characteristic values approach those of the EFTT (with an open
cutting line). Considering the characteristic values of a closed cutting
line, it can be seen that a slug width of 5 mm in the EFTT results in a
smaller residual formability at the component edge than in the CFT with
a constant internal diameter of 20 mm and an initial hole diameter of 14
mm. Examination of the reference component edges shows a very good
match between the characteristic values of the aforementioned methods
(FeMn900, CR650Y980T-DP). Consequently, it is correct that compa
rable stress states prevail during the CFT and the EFTT, and the CFT can
be used to validate the EFTT. This knowledge can be transferred both to
the reference tests and to the tests with the sheared component edge of

• Comparison of Diabolo test and EFTT: open cutting line, uniaxial
comparable edge load, result variable: logarithmic major strain,
friction conditions (Section 4.2.2.1.);
• Comparison of CFT, Diabolo test, and EFTT: Open/closed cutting
line, comparable uniaxial edge load, result variable: logarithmic
major strain, friction conditions, slug deflection, model validation
(Section 4.2.2.2.);
• Comparison of OHTT and EFTT: closed cutting line, uniaxial edge
load, stress camber and notch factor, result variable: logarithmic
major strain, frictionless, slug deflection, model validation (Section
4.2.2.3.);
• Comparison of HET with Nakajima punch (DIC system), Diabolo test,
and EFTT: open/closed cutting line, edge load, different strain path,
result variable: logarithmic major strain, friction conditions, slug
deflection, model validation (Section 4.2.2.4.).
Note that Watanabe et al. (2006) correlate the OHTT with the HET.
4.2.2.1. Comparison of Diabolo test and Edge-Fracture-Tensile-Test. In
contrast to the EFTT, the specimen edge fails in the Diabolo test, often
due to a progressive crack across the sheet thickness, which makes it
difficult to identify any crack formation in the images from the DIC
system. With CR650Y980T-DP in particular, several cracks occur along
the edge of the specimen, spreading over the sheet thickness at different
growth rates. Materials of high deformability and low ECS in particular
display a vertical shift as the specimen edge is shifted in the direction
towards the chamber system of several tens of millimeters. This often
leads to image blurring due to the limited depth of field of the digital
image correlation system and the loss of the displacement and strain
fields. In contrast to the EFTT, the surface point of the maximum sheet
metal thinning often does not correlate with the surface point of the
maximum logarithmic major strain ε1 . If the surface point of the
maximum sheet metal thinning is not located on the specimen edge but
on the underlying material, the specimen may experience deformation
failure. This type of failure is not provided for in the test setup. Com
parison of the EFTT with the Diabolo test involves comparing the loga
rithmic major strain ε1,crack in the event of specimen failure due to
cracking, since the logarithmic major strain cannot be determined at the
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onset of local necking without modification due to the boundary con
ditions of the test. Only after adjusting the boundary conditions the al
gorithm according to Volk and Hora (2011) can be applied. Regardless
of the choice of production process and material, the Diabolo test objects
fail with a lower logarithmic major strain ε1,crack than in the EFTT. The
reduction in characteristic values may be due to the prevailing
workpiece-tool contact (Section 4.2.2.2.). Based on the examined pa
rameters the residual formability is maximized at a die clearance of u ≈
15 % (both materials). A major advantage of the EFTT over the Diabolo
test is that the type of specimen failure can be determined.
4.2.2.2. Comparison of collar-forming test, Edge-Fracture-Tensile-Test and
Diabolo test. As the CFT can generate a defined hole expansion ratio with
no defects, unlike the other test methods that produce geometric results
(Section 4.1.3.), the logarithmic major strain ε1 can be calculated at the
component edge. To do this, it is necessary to determine the initial hole
diameter, the diameter of the drawing punch and the remaining sheet
thickness at the collar edge (Feistle et al., 2016a, b). If the logarithmic
major strain ε1 = 0.477 (FeMn900) calculated as an example is
compared with the characteristic value of the EFTT on sheared specimen
edges with an initial hole diameter of 50 mm and a relative die clearance
of 15 %, the value obtained with a closed cutting line and slug width of 5
mm is too low, while an open cut line creates a good match (reference is
once again made to the final document mentioned above). The reason
for this is the changing stress state during the shear cutting process when
the slug width or diameter varies with a circular geometry (Section
4.2.1.). The effective state of stress from punching a round hole with a
diameter of 50 mm in a sheet metal material with a thickness of 1.5 mm
approximates that of an open cutting line due to deflection of a slug
during punching (Timmerbeil, 1957).
Incorporating the findings from Section 4.2.2.1, it is apparent that
the workpiece-tool contact of the Diabolo test is again discernible when
comparing the optically recorded characteristic values with the calcu
lated characteristic values from the CFT. The EFTT can be validated
using the CFT, and the characteristics of the EFTT can be recognized as
valid. Consequently, by calculating the difference between the charac
teristic values of the EFTT and those of the Diabolo test independent of
the chosen material, it is possible to quantify the influence of workpiecetool contact and any deviation in the strain paths. If the reference tests
are used for this purpose, there is a process-related elongation loss of ε1
= 0.01 for CR650Y980T-DP. Elongation loss depends on the material
and is particularly great in shear cut component edges. Elongation loss is
also evident when comparing the characteristic values of the Diabolo
test with the calculated characteristic values from the CFT with a con
stant initial hole (50 mm). Because a closed cutting line always results in
a lower residual formability when using comparable shear cutting pro
cess parameters than with an open cutting line, the characteristic values
of the Diabolo test (u = 16 %) should not be lower than those in the CFT.
Significant disadvantages of the CFT include the great material and
time expense involved in carrying out the tests, the high demand for
active tool elements, and the friction between the tool and workpiece.
Without the time-consuming determination of the logarithmic major
strain, it is only possible to perform a relative comparison of the test
parameters. It is not possible to make any inferences regarding the type
of failure or any variation of the cutting line, as in the EFTT.

X
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Legend: n. s. = not specified, X = criterion not met, - = criterion just met, O = criterion fulfilled conditionally, + = criterion met in full.
A detailed description of the individual test procedures is given in Section 2.2.
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boundary
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problem
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Characteristic
Detailed
value at beginning procedure
of local necking
disclosure
Low material
requirement
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Discrete
complexity of parameter for
the method
forming
simulation
Deformation
fracture
detectable
Edge stress Low
uniaxial
experimental
tension
effort
Friction
free
Result
variable
major
strain
User
independence
Test method

Table 22
Evaluation of industry-relevant edge crack testing methods (The evaluation of the individual criteria is based on the initial publication).
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4.2.2.3. Comparison of open hole tensile test and Edge-Fracture-TensileTest. The recorded logarithmic major strain ε1,loc in the event of spec
imen failure at the onset of local necking in the OHTT with hole di
ameters of 10 mm and 20 mm for the two sheet materials is higher than
the major strain determined with the EFTT if the test objects are shear
cut with a closed cutting line (slug width 5 mm). However, if the
recorded characteristic values of the two sheet metal materials in the
OHTT are compared with the logarithmic major strain of the EFTT
specimens produced by an open cutting line, then the major strain of the
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compared, the trend is inconsistent. In both tests, the component edge
fails due to progressive crack formation across the sheet thickness.
Concerning specimen preparation and test execution, the test pro
cedures display no explicit advantages or disadvantages. As mentioned
above, the disadvantage of the HET with Nakajima punch and the Dia
bolo test is the resulting continuous propagation of cracks across the
sheet thickness and undesired localization in the area of the base ma
terial. Furthermore, a circular hole geometry in the HET can be modeled
precisely with triangle or square shaped facets only to a limited extent.
The prevailing strain is consequently not recorded directly at the spec
imen edge. The type of cutting line can only be varied in the EFTT. Due
to the lateral displacement of the specimen edge in the direction of
movement of the forming die, a camera system with sufficient depth of
focus must be used to ensure sufficient image quality.

Fig. 37. Left: sharp-edged; center: manually applied tool wear; right: real
tool wear.

EFTT is at a comparable or slightly higher level for both materials. In
particular, the CR650 × 980T-DP test series displays more scatter than
the EFTT.
Preliminary tests showed that the positioning accuracy of the hole
geometry within the specimen geometry has a significant effect on the
scatter of the parameters.
A major advantage of the OHTT is that the process force can be used
to make a relative comparison of materials sensitive to edge cracking. As
with the HET with Nakajima punch, the disadvantage is that the facets
are arranged along the initial circular geometry or later ellipse. It is only
partly possible to obtain a characteristic value directly at the specimen
edge. Moreover, the crack initiation is forced and there is excessive
process-related stress at the specimen edge. The type of cutting line
cannot be varied on the basis of the initial hole geometry.

4.2.2.5. Comparison of the edge crack testing methods using the edge crack
sensitivity factor Kec . If the recorded parameters of the individual edge
crack detection methods are used and the characteristic values of the
reference specimens and the shear-cut specimens are related to each
other according to the edge crack sensitivity factor Kec (Formula (4)),
the method-specific influence of the test methods can be worked out. In
Table 21, this comparison is made for some edge crack testing methods
using FeMn900.
A comparison of the related parameters shows a clear influence of the
type of cutting line (comparison EFTT (closes and open cutting line) or
with OHTT) as well as the prevailing friction (comparison EFTT and
OHTT with other test methods or the test methods CFT and HET).
Furthermore, the width or diameter of the hole can be seen, especially
when using a closed cutting line (comparison between CFT or EFTT with
a closed cutting line and OHTT).
A subjective comparison of the test methods from the authors’ point
of view is documented in Appendix C.

4.2.2.4. Comparison of hole expansion test with Nakajima punch in com
bination with a digital image correlation system with the Edge-FractureTensile-Test and Diabolo test. The specimen edge to be tested in the HET
with a Nakajima punch often fails due to a progressive crack occurring
across the sheet thickness, which makes it difficult to identify any crack
formation in the images made by the digital image correlation system.
Often the surface point of the maximum sheet thickness reduction is not
on the specimen edge, but in the shear-affected zone behind it or else in
the base material. This is due to possible lifting of the specimen edge and
shifting of the tool-workpiece frictional contact towards the base ma
terial. As a result, there is more sheet metal thinning in areas with
increased frictional contact.
A detailed consideration of the determined parameters to illustrate
the influence of tool-workpiece contact found that no general statements
can be derived. The reference specimen edges generated by milling in
the EFTT of the material FeMn900 fail with a lower logarithmic major
strain ε1 in the event of specimen failure due to cracking, in contrast to
the reference edges of the HET with Nakajima punch. Tests of the
CR650Y980T-DP material show an opposite tendency when the refer
ence tests are considered. In the investigation of die clearance with the
FeMn900 material, the EFTT for a closed cutting line with a slug width of
5 mm for the two relative die clearances u = 10 % and u = 15 % reveals a
comparable or lower residual formability than the HET with Nakajima
punch. Comparing the results of the HET with the findings of the EFTT
for an open cutting line, the latter shows reduced ECS with an increased
logarithmic major strain ε1 for both materials. Regardless of the type of
cutting line selected, shear cut EFTT specimens made of CR650Y980TDP tended displayed less sensitivity to edge cracking than the speci
mens of the HET with Nakajima punch.
If the previous discussion is linked to the findings of Section 4.2.2.1.,
it can be seen that no universal statement for both materials can be made
due to the pronounced tool-workpiece contact in the Diabolo test and
HET with Nakajima punch if comparable specimen production param
eters are used. The logarithmic major strain ε1,crack recorded with the
Diabolo test is higher than with the HET with Nakajima punch
(CR650Y980T-DP) if the reference specimens are considered. If, on the
other hand, the characteristic values of the shear cut test objects are

4.3. Evaluation of edge crack test methods
4.3.1. Classification of test methods based on objective, industrial and
academic criteria
Based on the previous sections, it is clear that a great number of test
methods are available for determining the sensitivity of metallic mate
rials to edge cracking, and each has its respective advantages and dis
advantages. It is therefore difficult for the user to select the appropriate
test method for his needs and to perform tests in accordance with
boundary conditions that may not even be documented, to obtain
comparable results for other test institutes. Table 22 gives an overview
of the test methods shown above. If a material’s ECS is evaluated with
respect to industrial criteria, with no exact determination of limit
strains, the production of any test objects in addition to reference test
objects should involve different production processes. If the focus is on
the shear cutting process, the die clearance must be varied as the
maximum residual formability for all metallic and non-ferrous-metallic
materials does not lie at one specific die clearance. Thus, it is impossible
to draw conclusions on the material specific ECS of the before mentioned
materials, using one specific die clearance as recommended in the ISO
16630 (Sections 4.2.1. and 4.2.2.). An estimate can be made at low
forming speeds using the KWI and HETs involving little time and ma
terial, but with a high scatter. The OHTT is particularly suitable for
characterizing a material with pronounced ECS, since the maximum
process force can be used as a criterion of evaluation. However, it must
be ensured that the exit hole to be characterized is positioned centri
cally. In particular, if the hole expansion ratio of a material is charac
terized in an industrial environment, the CFT is recommended, despite
the great time and material requirements involved, because both good
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and reject components can be generated.
If a material’s ECS is determined or compared on the basis of a limit
strain analysis, the starting point for parameter variation is as in the
previous discussion. A frictionless test method is recommended to keep
the spread of the characteristic values as low as possible. Indeed, this is a
basic requirement for recording real characteristic values for a material
description. Unlike the initial publication of the sheared edge tensile
test, HDBT and OHTT, the test setup incorporates a digital image cor
relation system configured for the EFTT. The first mentioned processes
could also be equipped with a DIC. Depending on the FEM software, the
major strain recorded can be used as a criterion in the forming simula
tion for visualizing component failure. It is also possible to calculate the
so-called edge crack sensitivity factor, which can also be integrated into
commercially available FEM software environments, in accordance with
the procedure described for the EFTT. In line with the current state of the
art, the EFTT is used to model a comprehensive edge crack investigation.
It is particularly suitable for characterizing the shear cutting process and
the base material. The cutting line type, die clearance, number of cuts,
sheet metal position, shear rake angle and slug width can all be varied.
Depending on the type of cutting line, a material format between 0.060
m2 and 0.120 m2 is required.
Please refer to Sections 4.2.1. and 4.2.2. for further details.
The requirements of a new test procedure design should be derived
from the advantages and disadvantages presented in Section 4.3. It was
endeavored with the EFTT to cover a large number of requirements.
Please refer to Section 2.2.2.7. for further details.

• OHTT, sheared edge tension test, EFTT: as the uniaxial force acting in
the longitudinal direction of the specimen is introduced centrally
into the test object, a uniaxial tensile stress is induced transversely
across the specimen and thus at the cut surface and specimen edges
until the onset of local necking. The uniaxial stress state is super
imposed with further stresses caused by geometric necking in the test
object. The stress increases in the area with the smallest specimen
cross-section, based on the specimen geometry in the OHTT;
• HDBT: The introduction of force and indexing of the main stress in
the tensile direction are as in the previous case. Note that due to the
specimen’s asymmetrical geometry, the test object is unintentionally
bent, which induces further stresses on the cut surface. Since the
stresses caused by bending are low compared to the tensile stress, an
approximate uniaxial tension can be assumed to act on the cut sur
face up to the onset of local necking;
• Diabolo test: By choosing a forming die in the form of a Diabolo, it is
possible to reproduce the uniaxial tensile test very precisely. Due to
the formation or bending under friction effective at the toolworkpiece contact, bending and shear stresses are superimposed on
the specimen edge;
• BMW test: The specimen edge is subject to friction but tested without
any excessive normal stress. As in the Diabolo test, bending and shear
stresses act less strongly on the cut surface due to friction at the toolworkpiece contact.
5. Summary and future research opportunities

4.3.2. Discussion of the test method based on the stress condition prevailing
at the specimen edge
The edge stress condition has so far not been discussed in detail.
Regardless of the test method selected, a level stress condition prevails at
the cut surface during the forming process, which corresponds to the real
stressed edge of the component. To enable the prediction of component
failure in virtual component design, it is important to generate compa
rable stress states to determine the parameters for describing a mate
rial’s ECS that will later exist on the real component edge during
forming. During component production, especially during the forming
process, the real cut surface is stressed mainly by a flat, approximately
uniaxial tension (Wang and Wenner, 1974), and this must be reproduced
by the test method. The uniaxial tensile stress condition dominates over
other stresses prevailing on the cut surface that are induced by blank
holder forces, bending components or shear stresses acting due to fric
tional contact. With a multi-axis plane stress condition or a strongly
curved component edge under non-uniaxial tensile stress conditions, the
test method must reproduce the prevailing conditions as precisely as
possible.
The induced stresses on the cut surface of selected edge crack testing
methods are as follows:

New test methods have been developed or existing methods adapted
in industry and research to determine the sensitivity of a material to
edge cracking. Investigations have been carried out to determine both
this material sensitivity and the relationship between edge cracking and
production process variables. The challenges involved included
modeling the shear cutting process with suitable process parameters, the
testing process, which frequently involved friction, and the subjective
evaluation or recording of characteristic values in the absence of auto
mated methods, which generally only allowed relative size comparisons.
Variables recorded for a characteristic value that can be integrated into
the forming simulation and used to predict the formation of edge cracks
were only processed by the EFTT. As a documented knowledge base, this
document discusses common test methods and compares them against
multiple criteria. The selection of an appropriate test method should be
made in light of the following comments, taking into account the
intended objective of the study.
• If there is a possibility that a natural forming process can be repro
duced by a comparable edge crack testing method, this testing
method should be used, mainly if no virtual design of the process is
carried out;
• Friction-free test methods should be preferred to friction-based test
methods in order to reduce the scatter of the result variables;
• Test methods without forced cracking should be chosen primarily for
the objective determination of ECS;
• The stress acting on the edge to be characterized should correspond
to uniaxial tension;
• In order to avoid edge crack formation, a virtual component design
should be aimed at;
• The logarithmic primary deformation degree at the beginning of
local necking should be preferred to other result variables in order to
enable defect-free component edges;
• The determined ECS of a material cannot be transferred to a material
group or further material batches;

• HET according to ISO 16630: penetration of the conical forming
punch induces tensile stresses in the cut surface. Friction at the
contact point between the hole edge and the forming die subjects the
cut surface to shearing. The component and cut surface are in turn
subjected to bending stress. An inhomogeneous stress level forms
across the cut surface. Cracking is initiated at the edge of the spec
imen with the greatest circumference. It is at this edge that the
greatest tensile stress condition prevails. Failure results from the
pull, which is approximately uniaxial;
• KWI test, CFT: similar stress conditions prevail on the cut surface to
those in the HET according to ISO 16630. Here too, failure is due to
an approximately uniaxial tension;
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• The influence of the cutting process on the ECS of a material must be
taken into account; the selected process parameters must be
documented;

5.3. Type and degree of pre-forming
Based on the findings, material deformation influences a metallic
material’s sensitivity to edge cracking (Fig. D8) regardless of its type and
degree. Occasional preliminary investigations were carried out by Held
et al. (2010) to demonstrate this influence. However, the task was not
performed in full. The investigations should be expanded by adding
multiple pre-forming types and allowing the possibility of varying the
pre-forming. It is essential that consideration is not restricted to indi
vidual distinctive strain paths such as uniaxial tension, plain strain or
biaxial pre-forming, since it will otherwise not subsequently be possible
to interpolate the results with sufficient accuracy. The interpolation or
creation of a metamodel is essential since specific pre-forming paths
such as those mentioned rarely occur in a component. In addition, the
influence of forming path combinations on ECS must be examined. The
influence of pre-forming should be considered, since, in component
production, not only do cutting processes take place in an undeformed
starting structure, but they do so in particular in an already pre-formed
material structure. The component edges produced are then generally
subjected to further reshaping. The influence of the pre-forming process
variable can also be considered with the EFTT and the process-specific
edge crack sensitivity factor Kec . It is recommended that when consid
ering die clearance, tests distinguish between cases. Although it is
desirable to consider a constant absolute die clearance, it is essential to
carry out tests with a constant relative die clearance. The need to
differentiate between cases is based on the fact that in the industrial
environment, a constant die clearance, which is determined on the basis
of sheet material and thickness, is used regardless of the type of cutting
line or sheet thinning. However, a large number of investigations
including these results show that ECS is clearly influenced by the die
clearance process variable. As a result, investigations should therefore
be performed at a constant relative die clearance in order to compensate
for the sheet metal thinning that occurs through pre-forming.

The following research requirements were determined from the
discussion of the findings, the chosen ranking reflects the urgency of the
research priorities, taking into account industrial (5.1–5.5) scientific
(5.6 & 5.7) considerations:
• Sensitivity to edge cracking due to actual tool wear was usually
discussed on the basis of a manually prepared cutting edge. Edge
crack investigations using worn active cutting elements from a real
shear cutting process were insufficient (Section 5.1.);
• A consideration of the dependence of ECS on tool rigidity as a process
parameter that has significant influence on the wear on a cutting
edge (Kopp 2017) has not yet been investigated (Section 5.2.);
• The ECS of a material is usually determined on an undeformed base
material. The influence of material pre-forming must be documented
(Section 5.3.);
• The influence of the component contour’s radius of curvature as a
geometric parameter will be discussed in more detail in conjunction
with a shear cutting process on the ECS (Section 5.4.);
• The development of available DIC systems should be promoted to
enable measurements to be recorded directly on the specimen edge
without a lacquer system (Section 5.5.);
• Due to the frequent occurrence of strain rate dependence in metallic
materials and other loads to which a component edge can be sub
jected, the relevance of investigations into the influence of test speed
on ECS should be considered (Section 5.6.);
• The influence of material damage caused by the shear cutting process
should be linked to ECS. This necessitates a detailed examination of
the micro-damage of the material structure in the shear-affected
zone. In addition, the strain field in the shear and shear-affected
zones must be determined precisely (Section 5.7.).

5.4. Radius of curvature as a geometric parameter

5.1. Tool wear

It has already been shown to some extent with the CFT that hole
diameter and radius of curvature influences ECS in the case of a shear cut
component edge. Investigations into this process-influencing variable
are not state of the art and could form the basis of future investigation.
ECS depends on the radius of curvature in the characterization of shear
cut component edges due to the pronounced deflection of the slug when
punching a closed cutting line. The lifting of the sheet metal surface from
the end face of the active cutting element depends on the contour of the
cutting line. As a result, the stress state acting in the shear zone during
cutting is influenced by the bending of the sheet metal and thus by the
contour of the cutting line. The effective contour-dependent stress state
influences the geometry of the sheared component edge, the deforma
tion of the material areas adjoining the cut surface, and the prevailing
residual stress state. The cut surface process variable and the influenced
material properties are independent of one another but they also influ
ence ECS. In this regard, separate considerations of the factors influ
encing ECS are recommended in the form of detailed studies. The edge
crack sensitivity factor Kec may also incorporate a curvature factor to
enable a comprehensive discussion of the influence of curvature. This
quantity can also be integrated in the virtual component design.

As mentioned in Section 2.1.2., the condition of the cutting edge
significantly influences sensitivity to edge cracking (Fig. D9). Previous
studies, such as those of Carlsson et al. (2005), mostly used ideal
rounded cutting edges with a tangential transition to the front and
lateral surface of the active cutting element to simulate the influence of
tool wear. This procedure is suitable for illustrating the influencing
factor. However, for a realistic estimate, a cutting edge that has actually
undergone wear in a shear cutting process must be used for the test edge.
This can only be created by a shear cutting process. This may involve
several hundred thousand cutting operations, depending on the metal. A
cutting edge worn by cutting operations has a high surface roughness
and but no tangential transition to the adjacent active tool element
surfaces (Fig. 37).
The deviation of the contours in a worn cutting edge from an ideal,
sharp edge, as shown below, changes the cutting surface parameters and
leads to differences in the material deformation in the shear-affected
zone. It is necessary to determine this effect on ECS.
5.2. Tool stiffness

5.5. Development of a high performance digital image correlation system

Wear tests carried out at the Chair for Forming Technology and
Foundry have shown that tool stiffness, which comprises vertical and
horizontal components, influences the cutting surface’s formation
(Kopp, 2017). Consequently, the tool rigidity process variable must also
influence material deformation in the shear-affected zone and thus also
affect ECS. Based on the global definition of the edge crack sensitivity
factor Kec , it is also possible to use this influencing variable in the virtual
component design.

DIC systems are used in many tests to record displacement fields.
Pixel size and spacing in commercial camera systems are a frequent
limiting factor when it comes to capturing a detailed displacement field
on sheared specimen edges across the sheet thickness at sufficient
measurement volume. In addition, the sampling rate of commercial
equipment must be increased to enable high-speed imaging. This is a
basic prerequisite for increased testing speed. Another essential aspect is
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the expansion of the commercial DIC systems on the basis of the pro
cessing of interference patterns in order to avoid the application of a
lacquer system. Lacquer systems can peel off and their displacement
distribution does not necessarily have to correspond to the displacement
distribution of the sheet metal surface, as these are several micrometers
thick. In addition, the sprayed-on plug-in pattern must have a very fine
structure and high contrast for viewing a shear cut specimen edge.

deformation in the shear-affected and shear zones. A procedure based on
the findings of Hartmann (2020) is recommended to enable real stress
states as in a conventional cutting process to be recognized on a surface
and to allow realistic characteristic values to be recorded. If the docu
mented procedure is applied, the strain distribution in the shear-affected
zone as well as the predominant strain in the area of crack initiation in
the shear zone can be determined. An intermediate step in the form of a
backward simulation can be used to calculate the maximum strain of the
base material when the failure mode fracture occurs. For this, however,
a material damage model must be created in advance. In-situ strain
measurements and modern NanoCT technologies are used for experi
mental evaluation of damage in the shear-affected zone. Computed to
mography enables existing pores in the base material and the
shear-affected zone to be recorded without damaging the microstruc
ture. First cut tests, with a small gradation of the punch penetration
depth up to complete material separation, are to be aimed for. Micro
graphs can be used to determine grain deformation and grain size in the
shear-influenced zone. The prevailing dislocation density as well as its
change over the cutting process can be determined. These findings are
used to validate the damage model built on the basis of a microstructure
simulation. The model to be developed should take into account
micromechanical effects such as work-hardening during plastic defor
mation and the softening of the material, e.g. through the formation of
pores. For example, the basic ideas of the models according to Lemaitre
and Gurson-Tvergaard-Needleman can be used as a starting point for the
model development.
The developed model can subsequently be expanded to include a
macroscopic edge crack model to reduce the findings to a parameter
analogous to the edge crack sensitivity factor of the EFTT. Thus, a simple
integration into other existing software environments is possible.

5.6. Test speed
The literature research found that forming speeds and strain rates
used for characterizing sheared specimen edges are of the order of
magnitude of the process speed of a conventional industrial forming
process in terms of sensitivity to edge cracking. However, since com
ponents and their edges are subjected to a significantly higher defor
mation speed in a collision than in a production process, further test
speed investigations are necessary. This would enable a reduction in the
scope of complex, cost-intensive crash tests of real components. The
decision to present this process parameter last is due to the fact that only
test methods in which the parameter to be determined corresponds to a
strain value should be used, so as to enable an automated evaluation
based on an algorithm. However, no commercial measuring systems are
currently available with which to measure realistic parameters.
5.7. Theoretical model to predict edge crack sensitivity
The next step is to describe and predict the sensitivity of a material to
edge cracking depending on the basis of phenomenological and empir
ical findings, taking into account the material microstructure (grain
structure, phases of the material, hardening behaviour, density of dis
locations, etc.) and other boundary conditions. This is necessary because
a separate consideration of the material properties, cutting surface
characteristics of the specimen edge, the material hardening, the surface
roughness, and the material damage is not sufficient to determine the
edge crack sensitivity of a material. A combined consideration of the
influences is essential in order to be able to determine the edge crack
sensitivity in a target-oriented manner without the compulsory use of an
edge crack testing method. The aim is to create a model to predict the
material’s edge cracking tendency for specific material groups and
defined shear cutting processes. Ideally, all the influencing variables
mentioned above should be presented cumulatively as a characteristic
value corresponding to the edge crack sensitivity factor Kec so as to
visualize a potential edge crack formation in commercial FEM simula
tion software. This requires scientific studies of the following areas:
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• Use of the optical flow method to determine strain distribution in the
shear-affected zone during the shear cutting process (image data
determined from experiment);
• Experimental recording of material damage in the area of the shearaffected zone;
• Extension of macroscopic damage models to include microstructural
damage mechanisms.

Appendix A. Methods used to Collect Information

To create a meaningful model, it is necessary to examine a material
group’s various structures. In particular, dual-phase steels, which may
be either insensitive, at risk of, or sensitive to edge cracking, are suitable
for comprehensive investigation due to their various microstructures.
They are also directly suitable for carrying out validation tests due to
their different material properties.
To clarify the procedural and research requirements, these topics are
briefly explained below using different dual-phase steels. The influence
of the shear cutting process and the material microstructure (grain size,
content of martensite and other phases, phase hardness, work hard
ening, density of dislocations etc.) on the shear-affected zone and the
formation of the cut surface (geometry, surface roughness) is examined.
The optical flow method is used to determine the prevailing degree of

Databases (Scopus, Web of Science, Google Scholar) and specialist
literature were consulted for this study. In addition to the key words
relating to test methods, terms such as ‘edge cracking’, ‘shear cutting’
and ‘hole expansion’ were used in the context of the literature research.
Author research provided further detailed information.
Appendix B. Experience report on the edge crack sensitivity of
metallic materials using the Edge-Fracture-Tensile-Test
The conception, testing and validation of the EFTT involved exam
ining around 100 metallic and non-metallic materials with sheet thick
nesses of between 0.8 mm and 4.0 mm to assess their sensitivity to edge
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Table B1
Edge crack sensitivity factors determined for various material groups; manufacturing process of the reference specimen: milling; manufacturing process of the EFTT
specimen: shear cutting (on one side), used parameters: one-stage; straight-open cutting line; scrap-width: 4 mm (open cutting line); relative die clearance u ≈ 10 %;
sharp-edged cutting edge; sampling direction of all specimens: 90 ◦ to the rolling direction; Feistle (2020).
Parameter

Unalloyed / microalloyed steel

Bake-hardening-steel

DP600

DP800

DP1000

CP800

CP1000

5xxx aluminum alloy

Kec

0.93–1.00

0.99

0.85–0.99

0.50–0.94

0.74–0.98

0.90–0.97

0.90–1.00

0.92

cracking (Table B1).
On the basis of the characteristic values strain fields determined,
materials were divided into three categories mentioned in Section
2.2.2.7.: Please note that the following findings are based on the use of
high-precision cutting tools and that inappropriate cutting process pa
rameters can significantly impair the assessment or even refute it.
The large number of tested materials shows that unalloyed steels,
such as DC06A, can be classified as insensitive to edge cracking. Microalloyed steels and bake-hardening steels display similar behavior when
cut according to modified shear cutting process parameters. Complexphase steels fail despite a suitable choice of shear cutting process pa
rameters due to the formation of a shear band, and as a rule, localization
also takes place in the area of the cutting edge. Consequently alloys of
this group are classified as insensitive to edge cracking or at risk of edge
cracking. Dual-phase steels, on the other hand, display a wide variety of
ECSs depending on their microstructure. In particular, high ductility
grades often display insensitivity to a low risk of edge cracking. Alloys
without this additional designation can be found in all three categories,
depending on their condition on delivery. In addition to the alloy
composition, this may be due to the microstructure, and in particular the
ferritic matrix, structure of the martensite and residual austenitic
microstructure share. If martensite is embedded in the ferritic matrix in
a pointed, jagged shape, there is an increase in pore formation in the
vicinity of the interfaces during deformation, and the contact between
matrix and martensite needle is locally dissolved. In visual terms, the
martensite moves through the ferritic matrix creating microspores. If the
martensite is embedded spherically in the matrix structure as a result of
an annealing process, the extend of the microspores can be reduced
during reshaping, which reduces the material damage, since fewer mi
cropores are created by the movement of martensite in the matrix,
increasing the contact area between the matrix and the martensite.
Stable residual austenitic structural components reduce ECS. If the
stored austenite becomes unstable as a result of applied heat, which can
lead to the risk of strained martensite during the forming process or from
the heat treatment, this has a negative effect on the ECS. Multi-phase
steels with a bainitic hard matrix display pronounced ECS, despite the
lower hardness gradient between the structural components.
In the EFTT, only a naturally hard aluminum alloy of the 5xxx class,
which can be classified as insensitive to edge cracking, was examined.
It should not be concluded from the above discussion that singlephase alloys generally have little or no sensitivity to edge cracking.
Sensitivity to edge cracking depends both on the parameters of the
cutting process and, largely, on the alloy composition and the structure
of the material. So-called twinning-induced plasticity steels can be cited
as an exemplary group of materials, whose sensitivity to edge cracking
depends on the alloy composition. These steels can have either very high
or no ECS.

be refuted for some materials or process combinations if necessary.
In principle, friction-based test methods or test methods without
objective determination of characteristic values should only be used if,
for example, a comparable stress is present in the context of component
manufacture. An example is a collar and the corresponding CFT. Despite
a high degree of comparability, transferability of the findings to other
geometries or diameters is only possible to a limited extent.
If a general procedure for determining the edge crack sensitivity of a
material is to be established, e.g. as part of a material release process,
frictionless testing methods such as the EFTT or the OHTT should be
prioritized. The EFTT in particular represents a fully comprehensive
method for determining edge crack sensitivity. The test edges to be
characterized can be produced by any process parameter configuration
of any manufacturing process. The result variables can be used for an
objective comparison or classification of several material or process
combinations.
If further test methods are used, however, a distinction must be made
as to whether the material under investigation will have a high or low
edge cracking tendency. Especially for materials with low edge crack
sensitivity, it is essential to choose a test method that allows failure by
deformation fracture and avoids forced cracking of the component edge.
In this case, the EFTT would be preferable to the OHTT in order to prove
that the test edge can be classified as ’insensitive to edge cracking’. An
example alloy is a DC06.
If only a relative comparison of different process parameters is to be
carried out, the OHTT and the process force parameter can be used. It is
essential that the test specimens fail due to an edge crack, only then can
the test force be used as a characteristic. If the test specimen is con
stricted and the process force thus decreases, the procedure described is
not suitable. An abrupt failure of the component is required. A signifi
cant advantage is the fast execution of the test and the simple evaluation.
A disadvantage compared to the EFTT is the recording of logarithmic
degrees of deformation at the component edge due to the hole geometry.
Appendix D. Research findings and state of knowledge

Appendix C. Subjective recommendation of the authors for the
determination of edge crack sensitivity
In addition to an objective presentation of the individual edge crack
testing methods in Section 4.3.1., this chapter documents a subjective
recommendation by the authors on the selection of a suitable testing
method. The findings were obtained in the course of this review paper. It
is explicitly pointed out that the recommended procedure can, of course,

Fig. D1. Dependency of hole expansion ratio (HET) on surface orientation and
relative die clearance; Sartkulvanich and Altan (2008).
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Fig. D6. Dependency of hole expansion ratio (HET according to ISO 16630) on
the choice of production process and relative clearances, shown for several
dual-phase steels; Larour et al. (2011).

Fig. D2. Dependency of the hole expansion ratio (HET) on tool wear for
various steel alloys; Carlsson et al. (2005).

Fig. D3. Dependency of hole expansion force (HET) on punch geometry and
the choice of production process for the initial hole; Guk (2007).
Fig. D7. Dependency of the logarithmic major true strain (Nakazima tensile
test) on the choice of production process and relative die clearances, shown for
several dual-phase steels; Larour et al. (2011).

Fig. D4. Visualized changes in shape depending on punch shape (HET);
Guk (2007).

Fig. D8. ‘Maximal tolerated mean deformations at the specimen edge (mate
rial: DP600, S = 1.75 mm)‘; Held et al. (2010).

Fig. D9. Main effect plots for hot and cold rolled steel results; Liewald and
Gall (2013b).

Fig. D5. Dependency of hole expansion ratio (CFT) on the choice of production
process; Schmoeckel and Schlagau (1984).
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Fig. D10. Results of the ‘hole expansion with Nakajima punch ‘and the ‘Kobe
hole tensile test‘; Glaesner et al. (2016).
Fig. D13. ‘Relation between fracture elongation on hole tensile test and λ
-value on hole expanding test‘; Watanabe et al. (2006).

Fig. D14. Component with edge crack; Chair of Metal Forming and Casting,
Technical University of Munich.
Fig. D11. Forming limit diagram showing strain limits for edge-crack sensi
tivity and edge elements from the numerical simulation of the ‘hole expansion
with Nakajima punch‘; Glaesner et al. (2016).

Table D1
‘Examples of internal die diameters used for punching holes‘; ISO 16630 (2017).

Fig. D12. ‘Correlation between the hole expansion and hole extrusion tests‘;
Sadagopan et al. (2003).
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Thickness t
[mm]

Inside diameter of the
die [mm]

Thickness t
[mm]

Inside diameter of the
die [mm]

1,2≤ t <1,5
1,5≤ t <1,9
1,9 ≤ t <2,3
2,3 ≤ t <2,7
2,7 ≤ t <3,1
3,1 ≤ t <3,6

10,30
10,40
10,50
10,60
10,70
10,80

3,6 ≤
4,0 ≤
4,4 ≤
4,8 ≤
5,2 ≤
5,7 ≤

10,90
11,00
11,10
11,20
11,30
11,40

t < 4,0
t <4,4
t <4,8
t < 5,2
t <5,7
t < 6,0
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Table D2
Experimental variants of sheared edge tension test; Ilinich et al. (2011b), AIST, Association for Iron & Steel Technology (2008), Wang et al. (2008) and Dalloz et al.
(2007).
Test performed by

Specimen length
[mm]

Width of specimen
[mm]

Distance between the
clamping jaws [mm]

Hole diameter [mm]

Elongation speed [mm/
min]

Parameter

DIN 65559:1991
ASTM D5766 / D5766M 11:2011
Watanabe et al. (2006)

280
150-300

36
36 ± 1

n. s.
n. s.

40

150

1 ± 0.1
according to ASTM D3039 /
D3039M
10

n. s.
Stress

250

6H11
D0/s0 = 1.5-3.0, c0/D0 =
6 ± 0.06
10
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Carlsson, B., Larsson, J., Nilsson, T., 2005. Dual Phase Steels for Auto Body: Design,
Forming and Welding Aspects [28.02.2021]. SSAB Tunnplåt AB, Borlänge, Sweden.
https://www.phase-trans.msm.cam.ac.uk/2005/LINK/64.pdf.
Col, A., Jousserad, P., 2008. Mechanisms Involved in the Hole Expansion Test
[24.04.2018]. http://www.iddrg.com/mm/08/C_20_08.pdf.
D30 Committee. ASTM D5766 / D5766M - 11, 2011. Test Method for Open-Hole Tensile
Strength of Polymer Matrix Composite Laminates. ASTM Interna-tional, West
Conshohocken, PA.
Dalloz, A., Gourgues, A.-F., Pineau, A., Besson, J., 2007. Influence of the shear cutting
process on damage in laboratory dual phase steels developed for automotive
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Table D3
Experimental variants of the HDBT; Golovashchenko (2008), Ilinich et al.
(2011c), Golovashchenko and Ilinich (2009), Shih and Shi (2012), Shih et al.
(2014) and Le et al. (2014).
Test performed by

Specimen
length [mm]

Width of
specimen
[mm]

ECS parameter

Golovashchenko
(2008)
Ilinich et al.
(2011c)

75

12.7

n. s.

n. s.

Shih et al. (2014)

203

25.4

Le et al. (2014)

120

12.7

Total extensometer strain
at crack initiation
Total strain at crack
initiation (extensometer &
locally resolved)
Formula (3), total extensometer strain at crack
initiation
Total strain at crack
initiation (locally resolved
using ellipses)

Strain
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